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Executive Summary 

Purpose Millions of tons of hazardous wastes are generated annually, which, if 
not properly managed, may threaten human health and the environ- 
ment. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is responsible for 
enforcing regulations designed to control and manage hazardous wastes 
from the time they are generated until ultimate disposal. To enhance the 
enforcement of regulatory requirements-and to bring uniformity to EP.4 
and state enforcement effOI%S-EPA, in December 1984, adopted a policy 
designed to ensure that timely enforcement actions are taken against 
violators and that the actions taken are appropriate, given the regula- 
tory violation. 

The Chairman, Subcommittee on Transportation Tourism and Hazard- 
ous Materials, asked GAO to review the implementation of EPA’S Enforce- 
ment Response Policy. Among other things, the Chairman asked GAO to 
determine (1) if EPA and the states are meeting the timeliness and appro- 
priateness requirements of the enforcement policy and (2) if EPA is over- 
seeing state enforcement actions to ensure that the policy is being 
adequately implemented. 

Background Hazardous waste handlers are inspected at periodic intervals, either by 
EPA or EPA-authorized states, to determine if they are in compliance with 
regulatory requirements promulgated under the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA). If violations are found, timely and appropriate 
enforcement action is to be taken to bring the handler into compliance. 
For example, enforcement action must be taken within 135 days of an 
inspection for “high-priority” violators, such as handlers with inade- 
quate groundwater monitoring systems. The appropriate action for 
these violators, according to EP.4’S policy, is an enforcement order and a 
monetary penalty. Less stringent enforcement responses are prescribed 
for violators not requiring priority attention. 

Forty-two states have been delegated inspection and enforcement 
responsibilities. EPA regions are to oversee state actions and, when states 
fail to meet EPA’S enforcement criteria, are to step in and take an 
enforcement action. 

Results in Brief EPA and state enforcement actions were both timely and appropriate in 
only 37 percent of the 836 cases GAO reviewed. Limited resources, lack 
of penalty authority at the state regulatory agency level, and a number 
of other reasons were given by the regions and states for the poor per- 
formance. Although the EPA regions appear to be overseeing state 
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Executive Summary 

enforcement efforts, they are not taking action against violators when 
the states fail to do so primarily because, according to EP-4 officials, they 
fear impairing state relationships and they have limited resources. 

EPA has recently taken a number of actions designed to achieve more 
timely and appropriate enforcement actions. However, GAO believes 
additional steps are needed. Until performance is improved, there is no 
assurance that potentially threatening environmental conditions are 
being dealt with in a timely, consistent, and equitable manner. In addi- 
tion, the deterrent effect of enforcement actions could be weakened. 
Other questions asked by the Chairman are addressed in the body of the 
report. 

Principal Findings 

EPA and State As indicated in the following chart, states met both the timely and 
Enforcement Performance appropriate criteria in 19 of 208 high-priority cases (9 percent) and in 

254 of 471 other cases (54 percent) in GAO'S review. The EPA regions met 
the criteria in 17 of 97 high-priority cases (18 percent) and 23 of 60 
other cases (38 percent). Although not yet in effect! a revised Enforce- 
ment Response Policy requires that no less than 90 percent of enforce- 
ment cases be handled in a timely manner. 

The reasons for the poor performance varied widely and included lim- 
ited resources, lack of state environmental agency penalty authority, 
and legal problems that affected EPA'S enforcement authority. 

GAO also found that the EP.~ regions did not take enforcement action in 
any of the cases in which the states did not meet enforcement criteria. In 
50 percent of the high-priority violator cases, over 270 days had passed 
(more than twice the allotted time) without an enforcement action being 
taken. Among the reasons cited by the regions for not taking action were 
fears of impairing state/region relationships, resource limitations, and 
the belief in some cases that the states were making reasonable progress 
in bringing facilities into compliance. GAO believes, however, that the 
regions should have demonstrated in at least some of these cases that 
they are willing to step in when states fail to adhere to the timely and 
appropriate criteria. 
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Executive Summary 

Figure 1: Number of EPA Region and 
State Timely and Appropriate Actions 
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Headquarters’ Monitoring EPA headquarters’ Strategic Planning and Management System, which is 
of Enforcement Actions used to track and assess regional and state performance against RCRA 

program objectives, includes a requirement for reporting on enforcement 
performance. The enforcement performance measures to be reported- 
and for which the regions are held accountable-are inconsistent with 
the timeliness and appropriateness measures contained in the enforce- 
ment policy. For example, under the reporting system the regions are 
not held accountable for whether penalties have been assessed against 
high-priority violators. Furthermore, the reporting system requires 
reporting on only certain types of high-priority violators and does not 
require reporting on violators not in the high-priority category. 

EPA Actions to Improve 
Performance 

EPA has taken several steps it believes will improvre enforcement per- 
formance. For example, EPA plans to propose rules requiring authorized 
states to adopt administrative penalty authority and to codify in federal 
regulations all state RCR~ regulations, thus removing any legal barriers 
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Jlxecutive Summary 

to EPA enforcement in such states. Another action EPA has taken is to 
revise the Enforcement Response Policy to, among other things, focus on 
fewer high-priority violators beginning in fiscal year 1989. Ep.4 main- 
tains that the current policy does not accurately identify high-priority 
violators and that more violators than should be are being targeted for 
resource intensive priority enforcement actions-which in turn results 
in enforcement backlogs. While these actions may help. GAO believes 
additional measures are needed. 

Recommendations GAO makes a number of recommendations in chapter 3 to improve EPA'S 
enforcement of its hazardous waste program. Among these are that the 
EPA Administrator reinforce to the regions, through annual program 
implementation guidance and periodic headquarters directives, their 
responsibility to monitor state enforcement actions and to take direct 
enforcement action against hazardous waste handlers when states fail 
do so in a timely and appropriate manner. Also, the Administrator 
should direct the regions to take steps to ensure that they themselves 
meet the timeliness and appropriateness criteria for enforcement actions 
they take in order to set an example for the states to follow. 

In order to closely monitor regional and state performance in meeting 
the timely and appropriate criteria, GAO also recommends that the 
Administrator direct that EPA'S Strategic Planning and Management Sys- 
tem be revised to incorporate enforcement performance reporting 
requirements that are consistent with the timeliness and appropriate- 
ness criteria in the Enforcement Response Policy and hold the regions 
accountable for meeting these criteria. 

Agency Comments GAO discussed the information presented in this report with responsible 
EPA and state regulatory officials. and their comments have been 
included in the report where appropriate. However, as requested by the 
Chairman’s office, G-40 did not obtain official agency comments on the 
report. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Proper management of hazardous wastes has become a national issue on 
which the Congress, the executive branch, environmental groups, pri- 
vate industry, and the public have focused major attention in recent 
years. Concerned that human health and the environment were being 
unnecessarily threatened by poor hazardous waste management prac- 
tices, the Congress, in 1976, enacted the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA) to, among other things, establish a framework for 
promulgating a system of regulatory controls over hazardous waste han- 
dlers Implementation of RCRA, however, has taken much longer than 
originally envisioned, with one of the more significant problems being 
that of assuring that handlers comply with hazardous waste regulatory 
requirements. 

To enhance enforcement of RCRA regulatory requirements, EPA issued an 
Enforcement Response Policy in 1984 that was designed to bring uni- 
formity to RCRA enforcement efforts. The policy seeks to differentiate 
between the types of regulatory violators and, depending on the nature 
of the violation, which handlers should be targeted for priority enforce- 
ment action. Moreover, the policy specifies time frames by which 
enforcement action should be taken and the appropriate enforcement 
action that should be taken for various types of regulatory violators. 

EPA has overall responsibility for implementing RCRA, including promul- 
gating regulations, inspecting handlers to assure compliance with regu- 
latory requirements,’ and taking necessary enforcement action against 
handlers not in compliance with regulations. Kationwide, there are over 
120,000 hazardous waste handlers. Most of these, about 100,000, are 
companies that generate hazardous wastes. In addition, about 5,700 
facilities treat, store, or dispose of hazardous wastes and over 16.500 
companies transport hazardous wastes. Hazardous waste handlers are 
often involved in more than one waste management activity. For exam- 
ple, generators may also operate treatment, storage, or disposal activi- 
ties at their facilities. 

RCRA also provides that EPA may authorize a state to administer the RCRA 
program within its boundaries if the state’s RCR4 regulatory program is 
at least as stringent as the federal program promulgated by EPA. Once a 
state is authorized, EPA is responsible for continually overseeing and 

‘In our November 1987 report. Hazardous Waste: Facihty InspectIons Are Not Thorough and Com- 
plete, we assessed the quality of EP.4.s and the authorized states’ mspection programs 
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reviewing the state’s administration of the program to assure that fed- 
eral requirements are met. As of October 1987, EPA had authorized 42 
states to enforce the RCR4 regulations. 

Enforcement 
Authorities Under 
RCRA 

Section 3008 of RCRA provides EP.4 with the authority to take three types 
of enforcement actions against handlers with regulatory violations: civil. 
administrative, and criminal. Civil actions are formal law suits filed in 
court by the U.S. government (Department of Justice) against a handler 
who either has failed to comply with some statutory or regulatory 
requirement or has contributed to a release of hazardous waste or con- 
stituents. These actions may include temporary or permanent injunc- 
tions and/or an assessment of penalties (up to $25,000 per day per 
violation). Administrative actions, the most common type of enforce- 
ment action, are nonjudicial actions taken by EPA. Administrative actions 
can range from informal notices of noncompliance, such as warning let- 
ters or notices of violation, to issuance of administrative or compliance 
orders that are accompanied by a formal hearing and are enforceable 
through the courts. Penalties may also be administratively assessed up 
to $25,000 per day. Criminal enforcement actions are formal, 
prosecutorial actions taken by the U.S. government. EPA can initiate 
criminal enforcement actions that can result in the imposition of a fine 
of up to $50,000 per day and/or imprisonment of up to 5 years. When a 
hazardous waste handler knowingly commits a violation that seriously 
endangers the public health, he is subject to a fine of up to $250,000 
($1 million for organizations) and/or imprisonment of up to 15 years. 
Although the law provides for all three types of actions, most enforce- 
ment actions are civil or administrative. Authorized states can take simi- 
lar enforcement actions under their own authorities. 

Violation 
Classifications and 
Violator Categories 

Under RCRA, a hazardous waste handler must comply with numerous 
technical and administrative requirements. EPA classifies regulatory vio- 
lations as either class I or class II violations. A class I violation is a seri- 
ous violation in that it involves a release, or represents a serious 
potential for release, of hazardous waste into the environment. Exam- 
ples of class I violations include failure to install and operate an ade- 
quate groundwater monitoring system; failure to assure that funds will 
be available to properly close a facility and provide postclosure care for 
30 years; failure to analyze and identify the actual hazardous wastes 
being managed at a facility; and failure to install controls to ensure that 
hazardous wastes are safely transported and accounted for when moved 
between waste management facilities. 
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A class II violation is any violation of RCRA requirements that does not 
meet the definition of a class I violation. Generally. class II violations 
are less serious than class I violations. Examples include failure to main- 
tain a copy of a closure plan at the facility or submit required biennial 
reports on waste management activities. 

EPA further classifies handlers with class I violations as either “high- 
priority” or “class I” violators in order to more effectively prioritize 
enforcement actions on the most serious violators. High-priority viola- 
tors are hazardous waste handlers that EPA believes have the most seri- 
ous violations and, therefore, warrant a stronger enforcement response. 
Under EPA’S December 1984 Enforcement Response Policy,’ high-priority 
violators are those handlers that 

l have one or more class I groundwater, closure/postclosure, and/or 
financial responsibility” violations; 

l pose a substantial likelihood of exposure to hazardous waste or have 
caused actual exposure; 

l have realized a substantial economic benefit as a result of noncompli- 
ance; or 

l are recalcitrant or chronic violators. 

Violators who have class I violations other than groundwater, closure,’ 
postclosure, or financial responsibility violations-and do not meet any 
of the other criteria noted above-are categorized as class I violators. 
Class II violators are handlers who have committed only class II 
violations. 

The Enforcement Response Policy provides a framework for EPA and the 
states to follow to take timely and appropriate enforcement actions 
against violators. The policy specifies time frames and the appropriate 
enforcement action (i.e., formal or informal) to take, depending on the 
type of violator identified. For example, if EPA or the state deems that a 
handler is a high-priority violator, the policy requires that a formal 
enforcement action, such as an administrative order. be issued within 
135 days of the inspection. A penalty must also be assessed. This policy. 

‘In December 1987 EPA rewed its Enforcement Response I’ol~c~~ For thtb puqx~s of this rrport. VT* 
used the December 1984 pobcy. which ~111 be m effect until Septembw 30. 1988 Kc do. how,\vr. 
dtscuss m chapters 2 and 3 some of the potential Impacts of the changes contamed m the nc~~~ pc)hq 

“Fmanaal responsibility requirements require owner operators to ( 1 1 provide fuwwal assurance\ 
that funds will be avalable to properly close a facibty ar a later pomt m tlmc and 11’1 obtam Ilablht! 
coverage to compensate third partles for bodily 1~ut-y and property damage caused b> any ac,cldental 
releases of hazardous wastes ansmg from faciltty operations 
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and the timely and appropriate enforcement criteria. are discussed in 
detail in chapter 2. 

Objectives, Scope, and In a letter dated October 27, 1986, the Chairman, Subcommittee on 

Methodology 
Transportation, Tourism and Hazardous Materials, House Committee on 
Energy and Comrnerce,4 requested that we evaluate the extent to which 
EPA and authorized states have implemented ~~-4's Enforcement 
Response Policy. In subsequent discussions with the Chairman’s office. 
we agreed to address the following questions: 

l To what extent are EPA and authorized states taking timely and appro- 
priate enforcement actions against high-priority and class I violators? 

l Is EPA overseeing state enforcement actions, particularly the appropri- 
ateness of those actions? 

l Do the EP.~ criteria for timely and appropriate enforcement action pro- 
duce sufficient and uniform enforcement across EPA regions and the 
states? 

l Are EPA and the states following up on enforcement actions to ensure 
that handlers correct violations’? 

As agreed with the Chairman’s office. we performed our evaluation in 3 
of EPA'S 10 regional offices and in 2 states within each of these regions. 
as follows: region II, New Jersey and Kew York; region V! Illinois and 
Ohio; and region VI, Louisiana and Texas. We selected these three 
regions for geographic coverage and because they contain about 50 per- 
cent of the RCRA facilities that generate, treat, store, and dispose of haz- 
ardous waste in the nation. We selected the six states because, within 
the three EPA regions, they had the most handlers having one or more 
class I violations. 

In performing our work we interviewed, among others, RCR.4 enforce- 
ment officials at EPA headquarters; at EP.4 regions II, V, and VI; and at 
the environmental agencies of the states included in our review. At 
these locations we reviewed and compared EPA and state RCRA enforce- 
ment policies and procedures and also reviewed related enforcement 
reports facility inspection and enforcement files. and reports on EPA'S 
oversight of state enforcement performance. 

‘Pnor to the 100th Congress. the Stkxomnuttee on Transportation. Tourism and Hazardous Materials 
was called the SubcommIttee on Commerce. Transportation and Tourism The name was chanped- 
but not theJurIsdIction for environmental affairs-by the 100th Congress. As agreed with the neH 
subcomnuttee chanman’s office. this report 1s also bemg addressed to Congressman James .J Flono. 
the prior subcomrmttee chairman. 
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With regard to our first objective- to determine whether EPA regional 
offices and authorized states are taking timely and appropriate enforce- 
ment actions against high-priority and class I violators-we determined 
the extent to which ~~4's criteria for timely and appropriate enforce- 
ment action were met during the initial 15 months that the policy was 
fully implemented. To accomplish this, we established the universe of 
RCRA class I violations in the regions and states reviewed that were iden- 
tified during the period between October 1985 and December 1986. 
Although EPA'S Enforcement Response Policy was issued in December 
1984, it was not fully implemented until October 1985. Therefore, we 
did not review any enforcement actions taken on inspections that 
occurred before October 1985. We established December 31, 1986, as the 
cutoff date for cases to be included in our review to allow time for 
enforcement actions to be taken on inspections prior to the end of our 
fieldwork, which was June 30, 1987. 

We used EPA'S Hazardous Waste Data Management System as an initial 
source to identify the universe of RCRA violations handled by each 
regional office and each state. We did not perform a reliability assess- 
ment of the controls over the data in the Hazardous Waste Data Manage- 
ment System; however, we did verify the data we eventually used from 
the system through discussions with EP,4 and state personnel, compari- 
sons with other listings, and reviews of inspection and enforcement 
files. From each class I violation universe, we further separated the 
high-priority and class I violators into separate subuniverses for analy- 
ses. Depending on each subuniverse size, we reviewed all or a random 
sample of the high-priority and class I violators. 

After we identified the universe of high-priority and class I violators, we 
applied the criteria in EPA'S Enforcement Response Policy to our sample 
of violators to determine if timely and appropriate enforcement actions 
had been taken by EP.~ and/or the states. As explained in chapter 2, 
because the timeliness criteria do not cover the entire enforcement pro- 
cess. we developed additional criteria for follow-on enforcement actions 
that are provided for in the policy. We obtained the concurrence of EPA 
headquarters enforcement officials regarding the reasonableness of the 
criteria we established. 

To evaluate the extent of EPA oversight of state enforcement actions- 
our second review objective-we identified both EP.~ headquarters and 
regional procedures for monitoring and tracking state progress in meet- 
ing the timely and appropriate enforcement criteria. To test these proce- 
dures, we reviewed enforcement files and data tracking systems and 
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interviewed enforcement personnel to determine what actions the 
regions had taken on cases where states failed to take timely or appro- 
priate action. 

To address our third objective-to evaluate the sufficiency and uni- 
formity of enforcement response- we compared and contrasted the per- 
formance of each of the three EPA regions and six states in meeting the 
timely and appropriate enforcement criteria. We also compared the per- 
formance of the EPA regions as a group against the performance of the 
states as a group. Additionally, we developed information on the uni- 
formity of EPA and state penalty policies and how each policy considers 
the economic benefit of noncompliance. We also determined any vari- 
ances in how the EPA regions and states chose to implement the Enforce- 
ment Response Policy. 

For our last objective-to evaluate EPA and state follow-up to ensure 
that hazardous waste handlers correct violations-we determined what 
procedures EPA and the states have to ensure that owner/operators come 
into compliance with regulatory requirements on schedule. To test those 
procedures, we reviewed enforcement files and interviewed enforcement 
personnel concerning owner/operators that should have returned to 
compliance during our review period to determine if handlers returned 
to compliance and, if not, what action was taken. We also reviewed the 
findings of a March 1987 EPA4 Inspector General report that addressed 
EPA region IX administrative controls for following up on administrative 
orders to ensure that violators are returning to compliance. Finally, we 
determined what sanctions are available to bring against facility owner/ 
operators that do not correct violations and how often these sanctions 
were used. 

In our review we did not conduct a comprehensive analysis of all the 
actions that EPA took to correct RCR~ enforcement program internal con- 
trol weaknesses identified by the EPA Administrator in the agency’s fis- 
cal year 1983 Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act report to the 
President and the Congress. In the report, the Administrator stated that 
additional procedures and guidance were needed to ensure effective 
state hazardous waste programs and effective enforcement of RCR~ regu- 
latory requirements. The Administrator listed state implementation of 
RCR4. including effective enforcement, as a material internal control 
weakness in the RCR4 program. In the fiscal year 1984 report, the 
Administrator indicated that appropriate corrective actions had been 
implemented. EPA4 also issued the Enforcement Response Policy in 
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December 1984. In our review. where we found problems in the enforce- 
ment program with regard to ~~-4’s implementation of the Enforcement 
Response Policy, we sought to identify the causes for the problems and 
the associated internal controls that should have prevented such prob- 
lems from occurring. Our findings regarding applicable EP.~ internal con- 
trols are discussed in chapter 3. 

As requested by the Chairman’s office, we did not obtain official agency 
comments on a draft of this report. However, we discussed our findings 
with agency officials and incorporated their comments when appropri- 
ate. Our review was conducted from December 1986 through January 
1988 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. 
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EPA and State Enforcement Actions Are Not 
Meeting the Timeliness and 
Appropriateness Criteria 

EPA regional offices and state agencies responsible for enforcing RCR4 
regulations are not consistently meeting EPA'S time frames for taking 
enforcement action against hazardous waste handlers having regulatory 
violations. Furthermore, when imposed, enforcement actions taken 
against handlers are not always the appropriate enforcement action pre- 
scribed in EPA'S Enforcement Response Policy. Overall, we found that 
about 37 percent of the 836 enforcement actions we reviewed against 
handlers with class I RCRA regulatory violations met EP-4's criteria for 
both timeliness and appropriateness. EPA and state performance against 
high-priority violators- those handlers with class I violations deemed to 
warrant priority enforcement attention-was worse than against other 
violators with class I violations. Specifically, EPA'S enforcement response 
criteria were met in only about 12 percent of the high-priority violator 
cases and in about 52 percent of the non-high-priority cases. 

The reasons for the poor performance varied widely and included lim- 
ited resources, an improperly applied definition of high-priority viola- 
tors, lack of state environmental agency penalty authority, temporary 
legal barriers, and inconsistent treatment of violations involving failure 
to meet liability insurance requirements. 

The Enforcement Response Policy was developed to ensure that aggres- 
sive and consistent enforcement actions are taken against violators of 
RCR4 regulations-regulations designed to reduce the potential threats 
against human health and the environment posed by these wastes-and 
that more serious violators are penalized as a deterrent to future viola- 
tions. Until this policy is fully implemented, potentially threatening 
environmental conditions may not be dealt with in a timely and appro- 
priate manner, and violators may not be equitably and consistently 
treated. 

I lmely and The Enforcement Response Policy calls for formal enforcement action- 
i.e., administrative orders and penalties-against handlers with class I 

Appropriate violations that are categorized as high-priority violators. It calls for - - 

Enforcement Response informal enforcement action-i.e., notices of violation or warning let- 

Requirements 
ters-against handlers with class I violations that are not considered to 
be high-priority violators. 

High-Priority Violators For high-priority violators, the policy requires that within 135 days 
after an inspection either (1) an administrative order be issued to the 
owner/operator directing that specific actions be taken to correct the 
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Chapter 2 
EPA and State Enforcement Actions Are Not 
Meeting the Timeliness and 
Appropriateness Criteria 

regulatory violations or (2) the case be referred to the Department of 
Justice or a state attorney general for judicial (primarily civil) action.’ 
The policy also requires that a penalty be assessed. If a case is referred 
for judicial action, the policy requires that the case be filed within 60 
days. According to EPA officials, although it is not specifically stated in 
the Enforcement Response Policy, in order to deter future noncompli- 
ance, a high-priority violator that returns to compliance before an 
administrative order is issued should still be assessed a penalty. EPh4- 
authorized states are also allowed to take enforcement action on the 
basis of their own inspections. The policy provides, however, that the 
states may refer their cases to EPA regions for enforcement action. Such 
referrals should also be made within 135 days after an inspection. 

The December 1984 Enforcement Response Policy provides, however, no 
time frames or milestones for EPA to take action on cases that are 
referred to it from the states. For our analysis, we used 90 days as a 
reasonable time frame for taking action on such cases. We selected 90 
days because it is the time allowed for the initial inspecting authority to 
take formal enforcement action after an inspection is conducted, the 
results are analyzed. and the violations are determined. EPA headquar- 
ters officials concurred that our go-day criterion was reasonable. Fur- 
thermore, EPA'S recently revised Enforcement Response Policy, which 
was finalized in December 1987 and is to be implemented in October 
1988, adopts this go-day criterion. Figure 2.1 illustrates the time frames 
for taking enforcement actions against high-priority violators and the 
appropriate and required enforcement actions. 

Class I Violators The Enforcement Response Policy also provides time frames for taking 
enforcement action against handlers with class I violations that are not 
categorized as high-priority violators. These violators are referred to as 
class I violators, and, under the policy, an informal rather than a formal 
enforcement response is allowed. An informal enforcement response is 
officially documented through a notice of violation, warning letter, or 
other equivalent written notice to the owner/operator and should be 
issued within 75 days of an inspection. In contrast to formal enforce- 
ment responses required for high-priority violators, no penalty is 

‘EP24 uses the term “judicial actions” when refemng to court actions. 
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Figure 2.1: High-Priority Violator Enforcement Response Policy Timelines 
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required when an informal enforcement response is taken. Less time is 
allotted for taking informal enforcement actions because, according to 
EPA officials. informal actions normally require less preparation and 
review than administrative orders or judicial referrals. 
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The policy provides that if a class I violator is not in compliance with 
regulatory requirements within 90 days after an informal enforcement 
action (or 165 days after the inspection), or under an enforceable com- 
pliance schedule should the regulatory violations require more than 90 
days to correct, the case should be escalated to a formal enforcement 
action. As shown in figure 2.2, an administrative order should be issued 
to facilities failing to comply with informal enforcement actions within 
60 days (or 225 days after an inspection), or the case should be referred 
for judicial action within 90 days (or 255 days after an inspection). 
Although the policy does not address the option of a state’s referring a 
case to EPA for enforcement action if compliance is not achieved within 
90 days of an initial informal enforcement action, we used a 60-day time 
frame (or 225 days after an inspection) for completing a referral to EP,~. 

We used a 60-day time frame for referral to EPA because this is the time 
frame allowed for escalating enforcement action. We also chose a go-day 
criterion (or 315 days after an inspection) for the EPA regions to issue an 
administrative order in cases involving state referrals. As with the 90- 
day criterion that we asserted for EPA to take action against high-prior- 
ity violator state referrals, EPA agreed with the go-day criterion for tak- 
ing action on class I violator state referrals. 

The informal enforcement approach differs from the formal enforce- 
ment approach in two basic ways: (1) an owner/operator is allowed 90 
days to correct deficiencies or enter into an enforceable compliance 
schedule to correct violations should they take longer than 90 days to 
correct, before stronger sanctions are taken. and (2) no monetary pen- 
alty is required for not meeting regulatory requirements. 
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Figure 2.2.: Class I Violator Enforcement Response Policy fimelines 
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Many Enforcement EPA'S timeliness and appropriateness enforcement response criteria con- 

Actions Do Not Meet 
tamed in its Enforcement Response Policy were both met in about 37 
percent of the 836 enforcement cases we reviewed.” As shown in table 

Timeliness and 2.1, EPA and state performance was better against class I violators than 

Appropriateness against high-priority violators. Overall, about 52 percent of the 531 

Criteria 
class I violator cases were handled in both a timely and appropriate 
manner; however, only about 12 percent of the 305 high-priority viota- 
tor cases were handled in a timely and appropriate manner. As dis- 
cussed later in this chapter, the reasons for the poor enforcement 
performance varied, and in some cases the reasons for not meeting the 
timeliness and appropriateness criteria seem justified. For example, the 
performance statistics for Illinois and Ohio were adversely affected 
because region V instructed the states in its region to use a high-priority 
violator definition that was inconsistent with the definition in the 
Enforcement Response Policy. 

‘A total of 874 enforcement cases were Included m our review Of these, enforcement actlons had 
been imtiated but not completed III 38 cases. These 38 cases are not mcluded in the table 2 1 analyses. 
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Table 2.1: Enforcement Actions in Which Both Timeliness and Appropriateness Criteria Were Met 
High-priority violators Class I violators Total violators 

Timely and Percent Timely and Percent Timely and Percent 
Number appropriate proper Number appropriate proper Number appropriate 

of actions action action of actions action action of actions action %E 
Regions 
II 10 6 60 10 3 30 20 9 45 
V 53 10 19 44 17 39 97 27 28 
VI 34 1 3 6 3 50 40 4 10 

Total 97 17 18 60 23 38 157 40 25 

States 
New Jersev 48 4 8 105 34 32 153 30 25 

New York 5 3 60 42 9 21 47 12 26 

llllnols 64 0 0 66 48 73 130 48 37 

Ohlo 43 0 0 84 67 80 127 67 53 

LouIslana 12 7 58 79 69 87 91 76 84 

Texas 36 5 14 95 27 28 131 32 24 

Total 208 19 9 471 254 54 679 273 40 
Tota I 305 36 12 531 277 52 836 313 37 

Note At the close of our fieldwork-June 30. 1987-we determined that 6 high-prtonty actlons and 32 
class I actlons were tamely. but because the actlons had not been completed (e g complalnt Issued but 
penalty not assessed) we could not make a determlnatlon regarding appropnateness Therefore these 
cases have been excluded from the above analysis 

As noted in table 2.1, our analysis includes only those enforcement 
actions that were completed as of June 30, 1987-the cutoff date for 
our case analysis-plus any pending actions that we determined were 
untimely. In practice, a high-priority violator is issued a proposed 
administrative order, which should include a proposed penalty, within 
135 days-which constitutes a timely enforcement response. After the 
violator is afforded due process (an appeals process), the proposed 
order is finalized and a penalty is assessed. 

Timeliness Requirements 
Not Being Met 

As shown in table 2.2, timely enforcement action was taken in 41 per- 
cent (or 360) of the 874 cases we reviewed. Overall, EPA and the states 
have a better record in meeting the Enforcement Response Policy timeli- 
ness requirements for class I violators (55 percent) than for high-prior- 
ity violators (16 percent). The reason for this variance is explained to a 
large extent by the relative ease of issuing an informal enforcement 
action. such as a notice of violation to class I violators, as opposed to 
preparing an administrative order with a penalty, as required for high- 
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priority violators. Administrative orders and penalties, because they are 
enforceable in the courts, normally require more staff resources and 
time to prepare than do notices of violation, which are not enforceable 
in the courts. 

Table 2.2: Timeliness of EPA Regions’ and States’ Enforcement Actions 
High-priority violators Class I violators Total violators 

Time Percent Time Percent Time Percent 
frames time frames time frames time 

Number for action frames Number for action frames Number for action frames 
of actions met met of actions met met of actions met met 

Regions 
II 10 6 63 11 4 36 21 'O 48 ~ 
V 58 15 26 45 18 40 103 33 32 
VI 35 3 9 8 5 63 43 8 19 
Total 103 24 23 64 27 42 167 51 31 

States 
6ew Jersey 

Veti York 
llllnols 

Ohlo 

Loulsana 

Texas 

Total 
Total 

48 5 10 114 43 38 162 48 30 

5 3 60 42 9 21 47 12 26 
64 0 0 77 59 77 141 59 42 

43 2 5 89 72 81 132 74 56 

12 11 92 79 69 87 91 80 88 

36 6 17 98 30 31 134 36 27 

208 27 13 499 282 57 707 309 44 
311 51 16 563 309 55 874 360 41 

Note. At the close of our fleldwork-June 30. 1987-all high-pnonty and class I actlons whether com- 
pleted or pendlng had been classlfled for tlmellness Therefore all enforcement actlons are Included in 
the above analysis 

The best performance in meeting timeliness requirements was that of 
the states regarding class I violators. The states were able to meet the 
timeliness criteria for class I violators in about 57 percent (or 282) of the 
499 state enforcement cases we reviewed. On the other hand, the 
poorest performance in meeting the timeliness criteria was that of the 
states in taking enforcement action against high-priority violators. The 
states responded in a timely manner t.o violations committed by high- 
priority violators in only 13 percent (or 27) of the 208 cases we 
reviewed. EPA regional performance in meeting timeliness criteria for 
high-priority violators was better than that of the states, but still 
weaker than EPA would judge acceptable according to its revised 
Enforcement Response Policy. The revised policy requires that the 
regions and states should meet enforcement time frames in at least 90 
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percent of the enforcement cases. In only 23 percent of the 103 high- 
priority cases we reviewed in EPA regions II, V, and VI did the regions 
meet the timeliness criteria. In terms of timeliness against class I viola- 
tors, the overall performance of the 3 EPA regions was better-about 42 
percent (27) of the 64 cases were handled in a timely manner-but still 
far below EPA'S expectations. 

Appropriate Enforcement As shown in table 2.3, the EPA regions and states were more effective in 

Actions Not Being Taken meeting the appropriate enforcement action criteria in the Enforcement 
Response Policy than in meeting timeliness criteria; however, perform- 
ance still was worse than EPA believes should be expected. Overall, the 
regions and states took the appropriate enforcement action in about 68 
percent (or 456) of the 669 cases we reviewed in which enforcement 
actions had been finalized. As indicated in table 2.3, enforcement actions 
had not been finalized in 205 of the 874 cases in our review. 

Table 2.3: Appropriateness of EPA Regions and States’ Enforcement Aciions 
High-priority violators Class I violators Total violators 

Appropriate Percent Appropriate Percent Appropriate Percent 
Number action appropriate Number action appropriate Number action appropriate 

of actions taken action of actions taken action of actions taken action 
Regions 

v 

JI 

8 6 75 9 4 44 17 10 59 
41 19 46 39 34 87 80 53 66 
21 16 76 6 4 67 27 20 74 

Total 70 41 59 54 42 78 124 83 67 

States ~~-~ 
Lew Jersey 

"lew York 

llrfnots 

3hlo 

Louislana 

Texas 

Total 160 37 23 385 336 87 545 373 66 
Total 230 78 34 439 378 86 669 456 68 

44 10 23 77 60 78 121 70 58 
5 3 60 31 19 61 36 22 61 

44 0 0 58 55 95 102 55 54 
31 1 3 69 68 99 100 69 69 
12 8 67 77 76 99 89 84 94 
24 15 63 73 58 79 97 73 75 

Note At the close of our fleldwork-June 30 1987-enforcement actlons had not been completea on 
81 high-prlorlty and 124 class I violators Although we were able to make a determlnatlon regarding the 
timeliness of these acflons we were not able to make a determlnatlon regarding the appropriateness of 
the flnal actlon Therefore, these cases have been excluded from the above analyss 
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As with timeliness, EPA regional and state performance in taking appro- 
priate enforcement actions was better for class I violators than for high- 
priority violators. In 86 percent (or 378) of the 439 class I violator cases, 
the regions and states took enforcement action that was consistent with 
the requirements of the Enforcement Response Policy. However, for 
high-priority violators, the regions’ and states’ performance was much 
worse in that they responded appropriately in only 34 percent (or 78) of 
the 230 cases. As noted earlier, better performance against class I viola- 
tors is probably explained by the fact that informal enforcement actions 
are easier to take than formal enforcement actions. 

The regions performed better than the states, taking the appropriate 
enforcement response in 59 percent of the high-priority cases. In con- 
trast, the states met EPA'S appropriate response criteria for high-priority 
violators in only 23 percent (or 37) of their 160 enforcement cases. In 
the section above on timeliness, we noted that the states also had the 
poorest performance record in taking timely enforcement action against 
high-priority violators: in only 13 percent of the high-priority cases did 
the states meet EPA'S timeliness criteria. 

EPA Report Also 
Documents Problems in 
Meeting Timely and 
Appropriate Criteria 

EPA headquarters completed a nationwide report in January 1987 that 
focused on both EPA regional and state progress in meeting the timely 
and appropriate enforcement criteria. However, it focused only on one 
subset of the violator universe-land disposal facilities that were classi- 
fied as high-priority violators as of October 1, 1985, and those identified 
through March 31, 1986. Overall, 923 land disposal facility violators 
were included in the review. The report found that the timely:’ criteria 
were met by EPA and the states in 32 percent of the 295 cases. 

Specifically, the report found that the EPA regions were responsible for 
taking enforcement action in 334 cases, and the states, in 589 cases. Of 
the 334 cases for which EPA was responsible, 38 percent (or 127 cases) 
received a timely formal enforcement action; 50 percent (or 166 cases) 
took over 135 days to receive formal enforcement action; and 12 percent 
(or 41 cases) did not receive formal enforcement action. Of the 589 cases 
the states were responsible for, 29 percent (or 167 cases) received 
timely formal enforcement action; 34 percent (or 200 cases) took over 

‘It should be noted that, while according to the Enforcement Response Policy all high-pnority viola- 

tors are sublect to formal enforcement actlon (1.e.. an admimstratlve order and a penalty), the report 
counted an admuustratlve order only (no penalty) as a formal enforcement action. During the first 6 
months of fiscal year 1986. the EPA regions proposed penalties in about 90 percent of the cases that 
they filed: the states proposed penalties m about 40 percent of their fiied cases. 
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135 days to receive formal enforcement action; and 38 percent (or 222 
cases) did not receive formal enforcement action. 

The report did not make specific recommendations as to how the regions 
and states could improve their performance in implementing the 
enforcement response criteria. Comments throughout the report 
included suggestions that (1) EPA headquarters may want to expand and 
revise its Strategic Planning and Management System (SPMS), a quarterly 
reporting system of regional RCRA activities, to better reflect the timely 
and appropriate measures included in the enforcement policy; (2) the 
time frames included in the timely and appropriate criteria may need to 
be expanded, given regional and state performance to date; and (3) EPA 

may want to consider requiring state environmental agencies to have 
administrative penalty authority as a condition of authorizing state pro- 
grams. The actions EPA is taking in response to this report are discussed 
later in this chapter. 

EPA updated this report, which was issued in March 1988. The updated 
report also focuses on land disposal facilities. The results indicate about 
the same level of progress in implementing the timely and appropriate 
criteria as demonstrated in the January 1987 report-that is, the timeli- 
ness criteria were met by EPA and the states in 30 percent of the cases. 

Reasons for Not The reasons for poor EPA regional and state enforcement performance in 

Meeting Timeliness 
meeting the timeliness and appropriateness enforcement objectives 
varied widely. The more significant reasons for not meeting the objec- 

and Appropriateness tives, by type of violator, are discussed below. 

Criteria 

High-Priority Violators As indicated in table 2.1, timely and appropriate enforcement action was 
taken in only about 12 percent of the high-priority cases we reviewed. 
Collectively, more than 20 different reasons were given by EPA regional 
and state officials for not meeting the Enforcement Response Policy cri- 
teria for these violators. Nearly two-thirds of the cases involved at least 
one of the following reasons. 

l A definition of “high-priority” inconsistent with that contained in the 
Enforcement Response Policy was applied in EPA region V, which 
resulted in informal rather than formal enforcement action being taken 
against owner/operators with high-priority violations. 
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. A reorganization of the Texas RCRA program precluded region VI from 
taking enforcement action against Texas violators for approximately 8 
months. 

. One state decided to forego enforcement actions against facilities that 
were unable to meet financial responsibility requirements. 

. A lack of administrative penalty authority by one state environmental 
regulatory agency delayed timely enforcement action. 

l Adequate policies and procedures were not available for escalating com- 
pliance issues involving federally owned/operated hazardous waste 
facilities to higher agency levels for resolution. 

Improper High-Priority Violator An improper definition was used in determining high-priority violators 
Definition Applied in region V and the two region V states we reviewed, resulting in a 

stricter definition for which violators would be categorized as high-pri- 
ority violators. One hundred and sixteen cases we reviewed that should 
have been categorized as high-priority violators were categorized in 
region V as class 1 violators. As a result, the enforcement actions taken 
were untimely, inappropriate, or both. 

EPA'S Enforcement Response Policy defines a high-priority violator as an 
owner/operator who has (1) class 1 groundwater monitoring, closure, 
postclosure, or financial responsibility violations; (2) released, or poses 
substantial likelihood of releasing, hazardous waste into the environ- 
ment; (3) realized a substantial economic benefit from not being in com- 
pliance with regulatory requirements; or (4) is a recalcitrant or chronic 
violator. According to EPA'S enforcement policy, an owner/operator can 
be categorized as a high-priority violator if any of the above conditions 
are met. Region V, however, modified the criteria to require that a non- 
land disposal facility with closure or financial responsibility violations 
would also have to meet one of the other three criteria above to be cate- 
gorized as a high-priority violator. Consequently, for example, a handler 
treating or storing hazardous waste that had a class 1 financial responsi- 
bility regulatory violation would qualify as a high-priority violator 
under EPA'S policy, but the same handler would not meet region V’s crite- 
ria unless it could also be shown that (1) the violation actually resulted 
in, or posed a substantial likelihood of, exposure to hazardous waste, (2) 
the violator realized substantial economic gain from noncompliance. or 
(3) the violator was a recalcitrant or had a history of noncompliance 
with RCRA regulatory requirements. Under region V’s definition, unless 
one of these three requirements was also met. the handler would be cat- 
egorized as a class 1 violator and therefore subject only to informal 
enforcement action. 
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As previously stated, as a result of region V’s change in the high-priority 
violator definition, 116 violators were categorized by region V and the 2 
states we reviewed in that region as class I violators rather than high- 
priority violators. Of the 116 violators, 98 were incorrectly categorized 
by the 2 states, and 18 were incorrectly categorized by the region. Sixty- 
two of the 116 came into compliance following informal-rather than 
formal-enforcement action. Of the remaining 54 violators. 30 were 
pending formal enforcement action as of June 30, 1987, and 11 were 
issued formal enforcement action. Enforcement action should have been 
escalated at the remaining 13 facilities; however, no such action had 
been taken at these facilities at the close of our fieldwork, June 30, 
1987. 

A region V RCRA enforcement official told us that the region revised the 
high-priority violator definition because at that time five of the six 
states in the region did not authorize their state environmental regula- 
tory agencies to issue administrative penalties. Without this authority, 
the state regulatory agencies must refer all high-priority violator cases 
requiring penalties to their state attorneys general or to the EPA region 
for action. Region V, concerned that this lack of administrative penalty 
authority would result in an unmanageable workload of referrals to EPA, 

elected to be more restrict,ive in the definition of a high-priority violator 
and thus reduced the number of enforcement cases requiring penalties. 

We brought the region V definition change to the attention of EPA head- 
quarters RCRA officials who told us that they were not aware of region 
V’s more restrictive high-priority violator definition at the time that the 
region changed it. According to these officials, however, the definition 
of a high-priority violator contained in the recently revised Enforcement 
Response Policy is similar to that being used in region V, and thus they 
plan to take no action to require the region to revise its current practice 
in defining high-priority violators. 

In addition to the above cases in region V in which the violators were 
incorrectly categorized, in 10 additional cases in Illinois, informal 
enforcement action was allowed to be taken against identified high-pri- 
ority violators. In its 1986 grant agreement with the state, the region 
included a provision that required the state to refer high-priority viola- 
tors to the state attorney general or the EPA region for enforcement 
action if they did not return to compliance. The state interpreted this 
requirement to mean that if a high-priority violator could be brought 
into compliance with an informal enforcement action, an enforcement 
referral would not be required. The region subsequently allowed the 
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Texas RCRA Authorization 
Problems 

state to forego referral of 10 high-priority violators that voluntarily 
returned to compliance after an initial informal enforcement action. Illi- 
nois has not authorized its state environmental regulatory agency to 
issue administrative penalties. According to an EPA region V official. the 
region was aware of these situations, but given the nature of the viola- 
tions and staff resource constraints, and the fact that the facilities 
returned to compliance, it chose not to take action. 

While it is important that facilities return to compliance as soon as pos- 
sible, the Enforcement Response Policy requires that all high-priority 
violators be penalized as a deterrent to future violations. As such, the 
handlers in these 10 informally resolved high-priority violator cases 
should have been assessed penalties. Not assessing penalties, even when 
compliance is quickly attained, may lessen the deterrent effect that the 
threat of a penalty can have in getting handlers to comply with regula- 
tory requirements. It also raises questions of fairness if some high-prior- 
ity violators are being assessed penalties and others are not. 

The second most frequently occurring reason for improper enforcement 
actions against high-priority violators involves 31 cases in EPA region VI. 
In September 1985, the state of Texas combined RCRA state regulatory 
functions from two agencies into one agency. EPA allowed Texas to con- 
tinue to administer the RCRA program under emergency regulations 
while it completed the reorganization, scheduled for March 1986, and 
also revised the state RCRA regulations. During our review period, region 
VI agreed to assist the state in its enforcement case backlog and took 
enforcement responsibility for 3 1 high-priority violator cases. However, 
region VI subsequently discovered that the revised state regulations did 
not meet RCRA authorization requirements and therefore EPA could not 
take formal enforcement action on the referred cases. EPA headquarters 
officials told us that EPA regions pursue enforcement actions in autho- 
rized states by citing state regulations, because the state environmental 
regulations replace federal regulations in an authorized state. According 
to EPA officials, EPA would have had to revoke Texas’ authorization- 
which takes at least 18 months-in order to cite federal regulations in 
taking enforcement action against the 31 Texas waste handlers. There- 
fore, the region could not issue administrative compliance orders until 
EPA could approve the revised Texas regulations, which did not occur 
until February 1987. Five of the 31 cases were referred back to Texas 
for enforcement, but because of the authorization problem. all 31 cases 
were not handled in a timely manner. 
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F’inancial Responsibility 
Requirements 

We discussed the Texas RCRA authorization problem with EPA headquar- 
ters officials, who commented that such a problem will be avoided in the 
future by requiring that authorized states’ RCRA regulations be codified 
through the federal regulatory process as federal regulations. As such, 
should EPA need to take enforcement action in a state in which it had not 
approved changes or revisions in state regulations, the regions would be 
able to cite prior EPA-approved state RCRA regulations through a federal 
regulation. In discussing this issue with EPA officials, we were told that 
this situation can also be avoided if the regions are more closely attuned 
to revisions in state regulatory requirements. By being aware of upcom- 
ing changes, the regions can start the approval process earlier and not 
wait until after states complete these actions. 

A third reason for the improper enforcement actions taken against high- 
priority violators involves regions’ and states’ handling of cases in 
which owner/operators had not met RCRA financial responsibility 
requirements. EPA headquarters issued two guidance documents to the 
regions in October 1986 and April 1987 that required formal enforce- 
ment actions for all operating and closing facilities respectively, with 
financial responsibility violations. Under RCRA regulations ownerjopera- 
tors are required to provide financial assurances that monies will be 
available for (1) closing treatment, storage, or disposal facilities and (2) 
liabilities that may occur as a result of accidental releases of hazardous 
wastes into the environment. Failure to provide such assurances would 
result in a handler’s being categorized as a high-priority violator. Fur- 
ther, the October 1986 guidance advised that operating facilities may be 
placed on a compliance schedule to meet their financial responsibility 
obligations, and, if the owner/operator does not comply in the time 
frame allowed, the facility must close. The April 1987 guidance states 
that if a facility is closing and “economically marginal.” strict enforce- 
ment of the regulations may result in bankruptcy and that it may be 
more feasible in these cases to allow the facilities more flexibility in 
meeting their closure and postclosure financial obligations. 

We found that the regions and states we reviewed have not been consis- 
tent in their treatment of similar violations involving financial responsi- 
bility requirements. The following examples illustrate these 
inconsistencies. 

The state of Kew Jersey did not take formal enforcement action in 24 of 
26 high-priority cases in which the owner/operators had not closed and 
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had not met RCRA financial responsibility requirements (i.e., either finan- 
cial assurance and/or liability insurance requirements). New Jersey offi- 
cials explained that financial responsibility coverage has been either 
cost prohibitive or unavailable, and thus formal enforcement for this 
violation is not practical. Ten of the 24 eventually met the requirements. 
We were told by Kew Jersey officials that the remaining 14 facilities are 
still out of compliance and that they plan no further enforcement action. 
According to EPA'S Enforcement Response Policy, unless a state is mak- 
ing reasonable progress in processing a case, the regions should take 
direct enforcement actions when states fail to meet timely and appropri- 
ate enforcement action criteria. According to an EPA region II official. the 
region took no action in these cases because, until December 1987, it 
believed that the state was making reasonable progress in taking 
enforcement action against these violators. In December 1987, the region 
began initiating enforcement action against some of these violators. 

In Louisiana, two high-priority violators who could not show proof of 
liability insurance were issued compliance orders that required the facil- 
ities to provide the state proof of temporary liability coverage and to 
report on a monthly basis their efforts to obtain liability insurance. The 
state also initially issued ea?h facility a proposed penalty notice of 
$28,000, based on the estimated amount of the deferred insurance pre- 
miums. Subsequently, the state issued compliance orders to two other 
high-priority violators who lacked liability insurance, but proposed no 
penalties on the basis of advice from EPA region VI concerning the indus- 
trywide problem of securing liability insurance. Then, in order to main- 
tain consistency, the state rescinded the proposed penalties against the 
first two high-priority violators. All four violators obtained temporary 
corporate guarantees, an approved form of liability coverage, to meet 
the financial responsibility requirements. According to EPA region VI 
officials, the region did not take direct enforcement action in these cases 
because EPA headquarters guidance considered penalty-only orders for 
liability insurance cases a low priority. Regional enforcement personnel 
told us that they believed that their resources were better concentrated 
on those cases that posed a greater environmental threat. 

In four other cases, however, region VI took action against violators 
with financial responsibility violations, but it was not consistent in its 
compliance requirements for the four violators. The four cases involved 
Texas facilities that did not have liability insurance and were referred 
by the state to region VI for enforcement. The region subsequently 
issued four administrative orders (all of which included penalties) with 
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four different actions required by the violator, as follows: (1) immedi- 
ately cease hazardous waste storage operations, (2) obtain liability 
insurance in 1 month or close, (3) obtain liability coverage or alternative 
coverage (letter of credit or a trust fund) within 6 months or close, and 
(4) provide proof of alternative coverage (financial test) and annually 
update the coverage. The proposed and assessed penalties were about 
$2,500 for each violator. 

In region V, we found that Illinois and Ohio did not issue formal enforce- 
ment orders or penalties against high-priority violators who did not 
meet financial responsibility requirements if they returned to compli- 
ance. Nor did region V intervene in any of these cases and issue formal 
enforcement orders and/or penalties, as called for by the Enforcement 
Response Policy. We recognize that liability insurance has been a diffi- 
cult requirement to meet; however, we also believe that a handler’s 
inability to meet RCRA financial responsibility requirements is not a good 
reason for not taking enforcement action because it may allow the han- 
dler a competitive advantage over facilities that are able-and must 
incur the expense-to obtain the necessary financial coverage. It is also 
important for enforcement actions for similar violations to be consistent 
and thus provide equitable treatment. 

Lack of Penalty and/or As noted above, a major reason for region V’s changing the definition of 
Administrative Order Authority a high-priority violator was that five of the six states in its regional area 
at the State Regulatory Agency had not authorized their state environmental regulatory agencies to 
Level assess penalties. State regulatory agencies without penalty order 

authority must refer their high-priority cases to their state attorneys 
general or to the EPA region for enforcement action-which, because of 
the workload that can develop from numerous referrals, can lead to 
delays in taking timely enforcement actions. We found 14 high-priority 
cases in 1 state in which the lack of timely enforcement action was 
attributed to delays that occurred when the state took longer than 90 
days to refer cases to the state attorney general or to the EP.~ region for 
proper enforcement action. The cases were not referred in a more timely 
manner, according to state officials, because they attempted to negotiate 
a settlement with the violators and thus avoid referring the cases. 

I’nder present requirements, authorized states are required by EP.4 to 
have either administrative or judicial penalty and order authority. 
Administrative enforcement authority rests with state environmental 
agencies or a third party, while authority to bring lawsuits is generally a 
function vested in the state attorneys general. As of October 1987.42 
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Facilities 

states were authorized by EPA to, among other things, administer RCIW 
enforcement programs. Of these 42 states, 23 had some type of adminis- 
trative penalty authority-but about half were not equivalent to EPA'S 

More than one-third of the states have preconditions that must be met 
before the authority is exercised, such as allowing a 30-day grace period 
for a violator to return to compliance before issuing a penalty. Also, 
some states require that a third party, such as an independent board, 
issue the penalty. The remaining 19 authorized states had no adminis- 
trative penalty authority. EPA, as early as 1984, has considered changing 
RCRA regulations to require that state environmental agencies have the 
authority to issue administrative penalties and orders as a requirement 
for authorization. According to EPA headquarters RCRA enforcement offi- 
cials, EPA plans to initiate action to propose this requirement through a 
notice of proposed rulemaking scheduled for June 1988. 

According to a working draft of the rule, and discussions with EPA offi- 
cials, EPA believes that state regulatory agencies should have administra- 
tive penalty and order authority to reduce their dependence on EPA and 
state attorneys general to take enforcement actions. The draft also noted 
that EPA believes that the state environmental agencies will be able to 
achieve a higher degree of compliance using limited resources if they 
have the ability to impose penalties. In our opinion, requiring state envi- 
ronmental agencies to have administrative penalty authority and order 
authority seems to be a reasonable course of action that could lead to 
improved state performance in meeting EPA'S enforcement objectives and 
free up EPA and judicial resources to concentrate on the most serious vio- 
lators. EPA officials told us that the rule is still under development and 
thus subject to change. 

Our review of 311 high-priority violators included 21 enforcement cases 
against federal hazardous waste handler facilities. As shown in table 
2.4, timely enforcement action was taken within 135 days in only 2 of 
the 21 cases. 
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Table 2.4: Timeliness of Enforcement 
Actions Against Federal Facilities 
Categorized as High-Priority Violators 

Timely Untimely 
enforcement enforcement 

actions actions TotaP 
EPA regions 
Region II 

Region V 
Region VI 

Total 

0 1 1 

0 10 10 

0 4 4 

0 15 15 

States 
New Jersev 0 0 0 

New York 1 0 
IlImo 0 0 0 

Ohio 0 2 2 
Louwana 1 0 1 

Texas 0 2 2 

Total 2 4 6 

Total 2 19 21 

‘Of the 21 total actlons. 2 were considered timely and approprrate, 4 were untimely but appropriate 9 
were untimely and rnappropnate and 6 were untimely. and enforcement actlon was pendlng For our 
analysts. enforcement actlons were consrdered appropriate against federal violators If an adminlstratlve 
order or compliance agreement was Issued no penalty was requtred 

In January 1984, EPA issued a Federal Facilities Compliance Strategy 
that described EPA'S approach to enforcement actions at federal facili- 
ties. The Federal Facilities Compliance Strategy was the first attempt by 
EPA to develop an overall enforcement strategy with respect to federal 
facilities. The strategy applies to enforcement actions taken against fed- 
eral facility violators for all EPA regulatory programs such as violators 
of air or water pollution control requirements. 

EPA issued its RCRA Enforcement Response Policy in December 1984- 
almost one year after the Federal Facilities Compliance Strategy. RCRA 

enforcement officials told us that, although not specifically stated in the 
policy, it was their intent that federal facility violators be subject to the 
same timely and appropriate criteria outlined in the policy as other 
violators. 

As we noted in our May 1986 report on compliance problems at federal 
facilities, the enforcement response actions prescribed in the January 
I984 Federal Facilities Compliance Strategy are not the same as those 
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described for RCRA violators in the Enforcement Response Policy.q For 
example, under the Federal Facilities Compliance Strategy, federal facil- 
ities are to be immediately notified of violations, and negotiations with 
the facilities concerning compliance actions are to begin within 10 days. 
The strategy document, however, provides no time frames for achieving 
compliance or escalating enforcement action should the facility and the 
EPA or state regulatory officials not be able to agree on compliance 
actions. In addition, the strategy does not provide for administrative 
orders or penalties to be levied against federal facilities, either by EPA or 
the states. 

In our May 1986 report we also stated that EPA was about to issue a 
revised Federal Facility Compliance Strategy that would have allowed 
the EPA regions and the states to issue administrative orders to federal 
facilities and would have established time frames for escalating 
unresolved enforcement cases from the regions and states to EPA head- 
quarters. The time frames and the enforcement actions that would have 
been allowed in the revised strategy would have been consistent with 
those provided for in the Enforcement Response Policy with the excep- 
tion of (1) the dispute resolution process, which would be handled 
through the executive branch rather than through the courts and (2) no 
penalties would be assessed against federal violators. We recommended 
in our report that EPA issue the strategy as scheduled. 

As of April 1988, EPA has not issued its revised Federal Facilities Com- 
pliance Strategy. Furthermore, EPA has been unable to use its Enforce- 
ment Response Policy to its full extent against federal facility violators. 
One particular concern that has delayed the issuance of the strategy and 
affected enforcement actions against federal facility violators pertains 
to the propriety of one federal agency--EPA-issuing administrative 
orders against other federal agencies. The Department of Justice (DOJ) 
has taken the position that Section 3008(a) of RCRA does not provide EPA 

the authority to issue administrative orders to federal facilities. If EPA 

had the authority to issue administrative orders to federal facilities, the 
dispute resolution process would then be handled through the courts. 
DOJ, however, maintains that an approach for resolving RCRA violation 
disputes is provided for in Executive Orders 12088 and 12 146 and that 
the executive branch should have the prerogative of settling such dis- 
putes. These executive orders provide for a nonadversarial approach to 
resolving such problems and require that problems that cannot be 

‘Hazardous Waste: Federal Civil Agencies Slow to Comply With RegularoF Requirements (GAO 
Rm-86-76. May 6. 19861. 
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resolved by EPA and the pertinent federal agency headquarters officials 
be referred to the Office of Management and Budget for resolution. Fur- 
thermore, the states may also be precluded from taking similar 
actions -and issuing penalties-because of the federal government’s 
incomplete waiver of sovereign immunity.i 

EPA, based on DOJ'S position, has revised its Federal Facilities Compliance 
Strategy and anticipates its issuance in the summer of 1988. The current 
draft strategy provides that the time frames for enforcement action that 
have been developed for the various environmental programs (i.e., air, 
water, etc.) be followed in pursuing enforcement actions at federal facil- 
ities. It also describes the actions to be taken and the dispute resolution 
process that is to be followed should the EPA region and a federal agency 
disagree on the enforcement action. The draft strategy provides that a 
notice of violation or equivalent without penalties-similar in form to a 
proposed administrative order, but not enforceable in the courts-be 
issued to federal violators. For RCRA high-priority violators, under the 
Enforcement Response Policy these notices should be issued within 135 
days. Among other things, the notice will include a compliance schedule 
for correcting violations and a date that the federal facility is either to 
respond to the notice or to request a conference with EPA4. 

Through this process the EPA region, or a state, is to develop and enter 
into a compliance agreement with the facility for correcting regulatory 
deficiencies that may include a clause to provide for citizen and state 
suits should the federal violator not comply. The strategy outlines time 
frames for escalating enforcement actions to EPA headquarters-and, if 
necessary, to the Office of Management and Budget-in the event that 
the EPA regions and the federal violator are unable to conclude negotia- 
tions and sign a compliance agreement. For example, the strategy pro- 
vides that when a region and a federal violator are unable to negotiate a 
compliance agreement within the time frames allowed for a specific 
environmental program, the case should be referred to EPA headquarters 
within 60 days. The strategy also provides additional time frames for 
headquarters agency-to-agency negotiations and to the Office of Man- 
agement and Budget if necessary. 

In a related effort, the Assistant Administrator for the Office of Solid 
Waste and Emergency Response, who is responsible for the development 
and implementation of the RCRA Enforcement Response Policy, issued 

‘%verelgn mmuruty is the legal doctnne that bars a lawsun agamst the federal government unless it 
ha consented to being sued. 
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two guidance documents, dated January 25, 1988, and March 24, 1988, 
which prescribed time frames and/or enforcement actions to be taken 
against federal facilities violating RCRA requirements. Guidance con- 
tained in these documents appears consistent with the guidance con- 
tained in the current draft Federal Facilities Compliance Strategy. For 
example, the January guidance outlines enforcement options available 
against federal violators and specifies that a “notice of noncompliance,” 
equivalent to a proposed administrative order, be issued to federal high- 
priority violators. As in the draft strategy, the guidance specifies that 
the notice include a compliance schedule for correcting the violations 
and the date that the federal violator is to either respond to the notice or 
request a conference with EPA. 

Also consistent with the draft strategy is the requirement that EPA 
develop and enter into a compliance agreement with the federal violator 
for correcting deficiencies that will include a clause to provide for citi- 
zen and state suits, should the federal violator not comply with the 
terms of the agreement. In the event that the EPA region and the federal 
violator are unable to conclude negotiations and sign a compliance 
agreement, the March guidance outlines time frames for escalating 
enforcement actions to EPA headquarters. In addition, it also specifies 
that after the issuance of the notice of noncompliance, the period of 
negotiating a compliance agreement should not exceed 120 days, at 
which point the case should be referred to EPA headquarters. The guid- 
ance also states that the EPA region should consider issuing a press 
release on the compliance status of the facility at that time. 

Two bills have been introduced in the 100th Congress addressing the 
issue of EPA enforcement authority over federal facility compliance with 
RCRA regulations. One bill! H.R. 3785, clarifies section 6001 of RCRA to 
make federal facilities subject to all enforcement sanctions, including 
administrative orders, civil and criminal actions, and penalties. The 
other bill, H.R. 3782, would amend RCRA by establishing an independent 
“special environmental counsel” within EPA with powers to take enforce- 
ment actions against federal facilities for failure to comply with RCRA 
requirements (and also requirements under the Comprehensive Environ- 
mental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, commonly 
referred to as Superfund). However, while these bills would appear to 
strengthen EPA'S hand in dealing with federal facility noncompliance, 
according to DOJ, they raise constitutional questions regarding the dis- 
pute resolution process and separation of powers. 
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Other Reasons for Untimely or 
Inappropriate Enforcement 
Responses Involving High- 
Priority Violators 

A number of other reasons were also cited by the regions and states for 
not taking timely and/or appropriate enforcement action against high- 
priority violators. However, none seemed to occur frequently or be 
widespread across the regions and states. For example, a lack of person- 
nel resources to pursue enforcement actions was cited as the reason for 
not taking timely and appropriate action in five Texas cases and three 
EPA region V cases. Bankruptcy and/or the inability to pay penalties was 
cited in three region VI cases and two Ohio cases as the reason for not 
taking appropriate action against high-priority violators. Changing regu- 
lations or guidance was cited in five Texas cases as the reason for inap- 
propriate action. In three region V cases, four Texas cases, and one 
Illinois case, action was untimely because additional information on the 
conditions at facilities was needed before making an enforcement 
decision. 

Class I Violators 

No Specific Reason for Not 
Meeting Objectives 

We were unable to determine the specific reasons for not meeting the 
timeliness and appropriateness criteria for almost half of the class I vio- 
lator cases in our review. Where we were able to obtain a reason for the 
improper enforcement action, the cited reasons again varied widely and 
included a lack of resources or competing priorities, lengthy negotiations 
involving government-owned facilities, the informal resolution of cases 
without the issuance of a notice of violation or equivalent action, and 
disagreements between EPA and states over violation classifications. 

State and EPA officials did not document, and were unable to provide, 
specific reasons for not meeting the timeliness objectives for almost half 
of the 254 untimely class I violator enforcement actions. Similarly, they 
did not know the specific reasons for not meeting the appropriateness 
criteria for almost half of the 61 inappropriate class I violator enforce- 
ment actions. Almost two-thirds of the improper enforcement actions 
where no specific reason was cited were in Kew Jersey and New York. 
Most of the cases involved (1) untimely enforcement actions, (2) no for- 
mal enforcement escalation when facilities did not come into compli- 
ance, or (3) no enforcement action taken. 

Our attempts to determine the specific reasons for not meeting EP.4'S pol- 
icy objectives included discussions with enforcement officials and/or 
reviews of facility files. New Jersey officials generally attributed 
untimely and inappropriate class I enforcement actions to a backlog of 
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Lack of Resources and/or 
Competing Priorities 

enforcement cases, which could be categorized as a lack of adequate per- 
sonnel resources and/or competing priorities. New York officials were 
unable to generalize about untimely class I violator cases. 

In our opinion, the absence of clearly documented reasons for not taking 
timely and appropriate enforcement action is indicative of a lack of ade- 
quate internal controls needed to assure that enforcement objectives are 
met. A system of internal controls requires that all transactions and sig- 
nificant events be clearly documented and that the documentation be 
readily available for examination. Such an absence of internal controls 
should warrant EPA attention-especially in region II-to determine the 
underlying causes for states’ taking untimely and/or inappropriate 
action against class I violators. This issue is discussed in more detail in 
chapter 3. 

A lack of resources and/or competing priorities was the most frequent 
reason given for untimely enforcement action, yet this reason was cited 
in only about 10 percent of the cases that were untimely. Over half of 
these (17 of 27) were Texas cases. According to Texas officials, the state 
had a large backlog of high-priority violator cases from the prior year 
and thus elected to concentrate on those cases. As a result, class I viola- 
tor cases had to be given a lower priority. 

Problems Involving Government- Forty-five of the 254 class I cases that we reviewed that received 
Owned/Operated Facilities untimely enforcement action were government-owned/operated facili- 

ties. Twenty-two of these 45 were federal agencies, and 23 were state or 
local agencies. Frequently cited reasons for the untimeliness were 
lengthy periods of negotiation, disputes between EPA and the state 
regarding the classification of violations identified, and lack of 
resources. 

Lengthy negotiation periods was cited as the reason for untimeliness in 
16 of these cases-8 federal facilities and 8 facilities owned/operated 
by state or local governments. Disputes between EE4 and the state 
regarding the significance of the violations identified during inspections 
resulted in 9 of the 45 cases-7 federal agencies and 2 state/local agen- 
cies-receiving untimely actions. Eight of the 45 cases-4 federal and 4 
state/local-received an untimely action because of resource con- 
straints In the remaining 12 cases-3 federal and 9 state,/local-vari- 
ous other reasons, such as additional case development and enforcement 
process delays, were cited for the delays in issuing enforcement actions. 
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Informally Resolved Cases We categorized 11 class I violator cases as untimely enforcement action 
because they were informally resolved; that is, the violations were cor- 
rected without the issuance of a notice of violation or equivalent docu- 
ment. Two of these involved EP.4 region VI and nine involved Texas 
cases. 

According to the Enforcement Response Policy, the prescribed enforce- 
ment action against a class I violator is a notice of violation, warning 
letter, or equivalent action. These types of informal enforcement actions 
are written notices that provide documentation to the violator and the 
enforcement agency of the specific violations involved. Informally 
resolving a violation without a written notice provides no documenta- 
tion of the specific violations, thus distorting the compliance history of a 
handler for future inspections. 

Other Reasons for Untimely and A number of other reasons were cited by the regions and states we 
Inappropriate Class I reviewed for not taking proper enforcement action against class I viola- 
Enforcement Actions tors. However, none seemed to occur frequently. For example, additional 

information on conditions at facilities was identified seven times as the 
reason for not taking timely action; lack of state penalty authority 
needed to escalate an enforcement action was identified five times; 
untimely receipt of lab analysis was identified four times; and late state 
referral of a case to EPA for enforcement action was identified one time. 
RCRA regulatory uncertainty was identified in one case, and bankruptcy 
was identified in another case as reasons for not taking appropriate 
enforcement action. 

Impact of Not Taking EPA'S Enforcement Response Policy was developed to ensure that aggres- 

Timely and 
sive and consistent enforcement actions were taken against hazardous 
waste handlers that were not in compliance with RCRA regulatory 

Appropriate requirements-requirements designed to reduce the potential threat to 

Enforcement Action human health and the environment posed by hazardous wastes-and 
that the more serious offenders be penalized. According to the policy, it 
is important that all serious violators be penalized to ensure that they 
are equitably treated and deterred from violating the regulations in the 
future. We found that EPA'S enforcement policy has not been fully imple- 
mented in the regions a.nd states we reviewed for a number of reasons. 
Until EPA'S enforcement policy is fully implemented, there is no assur- 
ance that potentially threatening environmental conditions associated 
with the mismanagement of hazardous waste are being dealt with in a 
timely and appropriate manner nationwide. In addition, the effect that 
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the policy could have in deterring owner/operators from not complying 
with regulatory requirements may be weakened. 

Actions Taken by EPA EPA headquarters recognizes that the regions and states have had prob- 

Headquarters to 
lems in adhering to the timely and appropriate criteria and has made 
several changes to the enforcement effort that address some, but not all, 

Improve Regional and of the problems faced by the regions and states. 

State Performance in 
Meeting Timely and 

First, EPA has issued a revised Enforcement Response Policy that it 
believes will provide a more focused definition for high-priority viola- 

Appropriate Criteria tors. EPA believes that the revision should reduce the number of viola- 
tors subject to resource-intensive priority enforcement actions, focus on 
the most serious violators, and improve the regions’ and states’ perform- 
ance in meeting the timely and appropriate criteria. EPA headquarters 
officials have concluded that the current definition of a high-priority 
violator is too broad and does not provide an adequate tool to identify 
the most serious violators requiring immediate attention. EPA believes 
the revised definition focuses more on the actual environmental threat 
posed by a regulatory violation, rather than on the type of violation 
itself. For example, under the revised definition a handler that has 
caused actual exposure to hazardous constituents would be targeted for 
priority enforcement action, whereas a handler submitting an incom- 
plete groundwater sampling and analysis plan may receive less enforce- 
ment priority. Under the current definition, both would be considered 
high-priority violators. We did not analyze how the change in high-prior- 
ity definition would have affected the number of high-priority cases in 
our review, nor whether the new definition would be an adequate tool 
for discriminating between the more serious and less serious violations. 

In addition to the revised definition, the revised policy requires that 90 
percent of all enforcement actions meet the prescribed time frames. In 
setting the 90 percent goal, EPA recognizes that some cases may take 
longer to address, such as when sampling and analysis of site conditions 
are required. 

A third change made by EPA is intended to address the type of problem 
that occurred when Texas reorganized its RCRA program and EPA was 
unable to enforce RCRA regulations in the interim. EPIC is now in the pro- 
cess of codifying all authorized states’ RCRA regulations in the Federal 
Register. This step will allow EPA to enforce regulations in the event of a 
state reorganization. 
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Fourth, EPA has issued two guidance documents that outline enforce- 
ment options available against federal violators and also plans to issue a 
revised Federal Facility Compliance Strategy. 

Another change addresses the problem of lack of administrative penalty 
and order authority in states. EPA is scheduled to issue a notice of pro- 
posed rulemaking in June 1988 requiring state environmental agencies 
to have this authority in order to receive authorization to run their own 
hazardous waste programs. 

Finally, EPA headquarters is in the process of developing a training pro- 
gram for inspectors and a guidance document to assist them in gathering 
sufficient information at the time of the inspection to alleviate the prob- 
lem of insufficient information for the enforcement staff and, it is 
hoped, result in more timely and appropriate actions. These plans 
respond to EPA headquarters’ recognition that one of the reasons the 
regions and states have not met timely and appropriate enforcement cri- 
teria more often is that enforcement staff often need additional time to 
develop sufficient evidence, which frequently was not obtained during 
the inspection.‘) 

Conclusions The Enforcement Response Policy prescribes timelines and levels of 
appropriate enforcement response to be taken by EPA and state environ- 
mental agencies against violators of RCR4 regulatory requirements. Our 
review disclosed that three EPA regions and six states have not fully met 
EPA'S objectives for taking timely and appropriate enforcement against 
violators warranting priority enforcement attention. The reasons for not 
meeting the enforcement objectives varied widely. The more significant 
reasons for not meeting the enforcement objectives appear to be related 
to the way individual states and regions chose to implement the policy. 
Some enforcement actions did not meet the policy objectives because of 
what we believe to be extenuating circumstances. For example, the 
Texas RCRA authorization problem in all likelihood may not have been 
foreseen by Ep.4. In other cases, such as region V’s decision to use a defi- 
nition of high-priority violators that was inconsistent with the Enforce- 
ment Response Policy, the lack of timely and appropriate enforcement 
action would not seem acceptable in our view. Although the new high- 
priority definition contained in the revised policy is similar to region V’s, 

“In our November 1987 report Hazardous Waste: Facility Inspections Are Tot Thorough and Cum- 
plete (GAOIRCED-88-20). we noted that EPA and state mspectlons were generally not comprehen- 
sive. and. as a result. enforcement actions were often delayed or incomplete. 
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the region deviated from national guidance in existence at the time of 
our review. 

EPA'S decision to revise its high-priority definition is expected to reduce 
the number of high-priority violators and focus EPA'S and the states’ lim- 
ited resources on the violators posing the more significant environmen- 
tal threats. Our review indicated that resource limitations have been a 
factor in EPA'S and states’ ability to take timely and appropriate enforce- 
ment actions. We did not, however, perform an in-depth analysis of the 
impact this change in definition would have had on the high-priority 
cases included in our review. We agree that fewer violators will proba- 
bly be identified as high-priority violators. However, on the basis of our 
work, we do not know if the revised definition will adequately discrimi- 
nate between the more serious violators requiring priority enforcement 
action and the less serious violators. 

EPA has taken or proposes to take several other actions that should 
improve its and the states’ performance in meeting timeliness and 
appropriateness enforcement criteria. These actions include codifying 
state regulations so that they are immediately enforceable by EP.4. pro- 
posing a rule requiring states to have administrative order and penalty 
authority as a condition of authorization, and issuing two guidance doc- 
uments that outline enforcement options available against. federal viola- 
tors and adopt time frames for escalating unresolved disputes between 
the EPA regions and other federal agencies to EPA headquarters for 
resolution. 

These actions, taken together, should help improve enforcement, perform- 
ance; however, in our view, they do not go far enough. Other actions we 
believe EPA should take to improve adherence to the timeliness and appro- 
priateness criteria as well as the overall objectives of the Enforcement 
Response Policy are discussed in chapter 3. 
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Although EPA has taken, or plans to take, several actions that could 
improve the timeliness and appropriateness of enforcement efforts, 
additional steps will be required if the objectives of the Enforcement 
Response Policy are to be met. Specifically, EPA headquarters needs to 

l ensure that its regions take enforcement actions against handlers with 
regulatory violations when states fail to meet the timeliness and appro- 
priateness enforcement goals; 

l take additional steps to ensure that its regions meet the timely and 
appropriate criteria for the enforcement actions they take: 

l ensure that penalties for violations are large enough to provide a deter- 
rence to noncompliance; 

l ensure that the states take timely action on cases referred to them from 
EPA for enforcement; 

l provide greater emphasis on follow-up monitoring of enforcement 
actions to assure that compliance is in fact achieved in accordance with 
administrative orders or other compliance agreements; and 

l ensure that enforcement actions are fully documented. 

EPA Regions Should 
Take Enforcement 
Action When States 
Fail to Meet 
Timeliness and 
Appropriateness 
Criteria 

The December 1984 Enforcement Response Policy timeliness criteria 
establish trigger points at which EPA should initiate enforcement action 
if an authorized state has failed to take timely action or has initiated an 
inappropriate enforcement action. For example, the Enforcement 
Response Policy notes that if a state has failed to issue an order or com- 
plete a referral of a high-priority violator within 135 days after an 
inspection, the EPA regional office should. after notifying the state, take 
enforcement action. The regional office may also assess a penalty 
against a high-priority violator if the state fails to do so or if the state 
penalty is judged insufficient. According to the Enforcement Response 
Policy, only if the state has made reasonable progress in returning the 
facility to compliance or in processing an enforcement action should the 
region hold off direct federal response when the enforcement timelines 
are not met. 

EPA Regions Are Not The 3 EPA regions we reviewed did not take direct enforcement action in 
Taking Direct Enforcement 570 cases we identified in which the states did not meet either EPA'S 

Actions When Warranted timely or appropriate criteria- or both. The 6 states in our review com- 
pleted 208 enforcement actions against high-priority violators and 499 
against class I violators. As shown in table 3.1, the states did not meet 
the timeliness criteria as specified in the Enforcement Response Policy 
in I81 high-priority and 217 class I violator cases. In a number of cases, 
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extenuating circumstances would explain the absence of EP.4 regional 
enforcement actions when the states failed to meet the timeliness crite- 
ria. For example, if the EPA region believed the state was making reason- 
able progress in returning a violator to compliance, no regional 
intervention would have been expected. Similarly, as noted in chapter 2, 
we believe that the Texas reauthorization problem is a plausible reason 
for not meeting the Enforcement Response Policy criteria. On the other 
hand, however, region V’s decision to use a high-priority definition 
inconsistent with the current Enforcement Response Policy is not, in our 
view, an acceptable reason for not taking timely and appropriate 
enforcement action. Our analysis indicates that 116 of 181 untimely 
enforcement actions against high-priority violators, and 193 of 217 
untimely actions against class I violators, did not appear to involve 
extenuating circumstances, and the regions did not step in and use their 
enforcement authority. 

Table 3.1: Number of Untimely 
Enforcement Actions Against High 
Priority (HPV) and Class I Violators 

Untimely actions with no 
extenuating 

Total untimely actions circumstances 
HPV Class I HPV Class I 

Regfon II states 45 104 44 94 

Region V states 105 35 53 30 

Recvon VI states 31 78 19 69 

Total 161 217 116 193 

Many of the high-priority cases in which there were no extenuating rea- 
sons for states not meeting the enforcement goals involved lengthy peri- 
ods of time, yet EPA took no direct enforcement action in any of these 
cases. For example, for 58 of the 116 high-priority violator cases that 
involved no apparent extenuating circumstances, the states did not issue 
formal enforcement actions within twice the time allowed by the 
response policy. The policy allows 135 days to take action on high-prior- 
ity cases after an inspection; doubling this allowance would mean that 
270 days would have elapsed before action was taken. 

Our review indicates that, in addition to not intervening when states do 
not take timely enforcement actions, the regions are not stepping in 
when the states take inappropriate enforcement actions. As shown table 
3.2, our analysis indicates that 59 of the inappropriate high-priority and 
43 of the class I violator enforcement actions did not appear to involve 
extenuating circumstances, yet EPA took no direct enforcement action in 
any of these cases. For example, the state of ,I;ew Jersey did not issue 
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formal enforcement orders and penalties against 24 high-priority finan- 
cial responsibility violators we reviewed. EPA region II enforcement offi- 
cials were aware of New Jersey’s lack of enforcement action, but did not 
intervene in any of these cases because they thought the state was mak- 
ing reasonable progress in taking the appropriate action. However. in 
December 1987, about 6 months after the close of our fieldwork. EPA 
region II began taking action on some of the Kew Jersey cases. 

Table 3.2: Number of Inappropriate State 
Enforcement Actions Against High- 
Priority Violators and Class I Violators 

Total inappropriate actions 
HPV Class I 

Actions with no 
extenuating 

circumstances 
HPV Class I 

Realon II states 36 29 36 28 
Region V states 74 4 15 4 
Region VI states 13 16 8 11 

Total 123 49 59 43 

Reasons for EPA Regions’ We asked EPA regional enforcement officials why the regions had not 
Lack of Action been more aggressive in taking enforcement actions when the states 

failed to take enforcement actions as prescribed in the Enforcement 
Response Policy. According to the regional officials, they have been 
reluctant to take direct enforcement action in authorized states primar- 
ily because (1) they do not want to damage established working relation- 
ships with the states, and states normally prefer to handle their own 
enforcement actions without federal interference; (2) they lack enforce- 
ment resources or they have other priorities that preclude them from 
taking such actions; and/or (3) they believe the states are making rea- 
sonable progress in taking an enforcement action-even though the 
timelines in the enforcement policy have been exceeded-and that EPA'S 
added involvement would not speed up the process. 

EPA Headquarters Has 
Noted Lack of Regional 
Intervention 

EPA headquarters conducts periodic evaluations of regional performance 
in overseeing state RCRA programs about every 18 months. These evalua- 
tions are called regional program reviews and are performed at the 
regional offices by headquarters EPA staff. In the program reviews con- 
ducted between September 1986 and May 1987 for the three regions we 
visited, headquarters noted that the states were having difficulty meet- 
ing the timely and appropriate criteria and the EPA4 regions were not tak- 
ing direct enforcement actions when states failed to follow the 
enforcement policy. 
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For example, the September 1986 program review for region VI noted 
that, historically, t.he region has not taken direct enforcement action 
when the states did not take timely or appropriate enforcement actions. 
According to the findings presented in the program review, EPA region 
VI prefers to pressure the states to take action or refer the case to EPA 
because it believes that direct EPA enforcement action does not change 
the internal problems that cause state inaction, but does hurt relations 
with the states. The same report further noted that, although in region 
VI a significant number of handlers have unresolved class I violations in 
the areas of groundwater monitoring, financial responsibility, and clo- 
sure/postclosure, the region is reluctant to demand referral of these 
cases due to its own resource constraints. The report did not, however, 
include recommendations for improving timely and appropriate enforce- 
ment response in the region. 

A March 1987 program evaluation report on region II noted that the 
region threatened to take direct enforcement action in New Jersey if the 
state failed to take certain enforcement actions in four cases within 
specified time frames. The state did not take the actions as prescribed 
by the region, but subsequently referred one case to EPA for enforce- 
ment. The region did not take direct enforcement action on the remain- 
ing 3 cases as of June 30, 1987. Region II officials noted that they did 
not have sufficient resources to carry out the threatened intervention. 

A May 1987 RCRA program review of region V noted that the region and 
its states have found it difficult to meet the 135-day enforcement 
response time for high-priority violators. The report commented that 
most states frequently take the full 135 days to attempt negotiation of 
voluntary consent crders and penalties with violators before referring 
cases to the region for issuance of formal enforcement orders. For exam- 
ple, our review of Ohio enforcement referrals to EPA region V during our 
15-month review period showed that the average time elapsed between 
an inspection and a referral was 180 days (14 referrals). 

In discussing the lack of regional intervention when states fail to meet 
enforcement goals with headquarters officials. we were told that EPA- 
state relationships are important to the success of the RCR.& program. In 
the view of headquarters officials, they prefer that the regions work 
with the states to the maximum exrtent possible to bring hazardous 
waste handlers into compliance with RCRA regulatory requirements 
before taking unilateral regional enfcrcement action. In our opinion, 
while this may be the preferred approach, the enforcement performance 
of the states, as reflected in our review, suggests that this approach is 
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not working as envisioned by headquarters officials. -4 major reason for 
adopting the Enforcement Response Policy in 1984-with specific time- 
liness and appropriateness criteria-was to get the regions and states to 
become more aggressive in enforcing RCR~ regulatory requirements. We 
believe that the absence of unilateral regional enforcement actions, espe- 
cially when states are taking more than double the amount of time 
allowed in the policy before taking enforcement action, runs counter to 
the message that EPA was attempting to convey when issuing its enforce- 
ment policy-that is, compliance and deterrence from future violations. 
The EPA regions lack of direct action also results in inequitable treatment 
among violators with some receiving stringent enforcement actions and 
penalties and others receiving no action. 

EPA Headquarters 
Should Ensure That 
Its Regions Meet 
Timeliness and 
Appropriateness 
Criteria 

EPA regions should set an example for the states by taking timely, visi- 
ble, and appropriate enforcement actions against violators of RCRA regu- 
lations Furthermore, EPA headquarters should ensure that the EPA 
regions meet the Enforcement Response Policy timeliness and appropri- 
ateness criteria by monitoring its regions’ performance in implementing 
the policy and, where necessary, taking action to ensure that its regions 
meet their enforcement responsibilities. It should be pointed out that 
regional enforcement responsibilities are twofold. They are responsible 
for overseeing state enforcement activities and also for taking timely 
and appropriate enforcement act,ion at facilities they themselves 
inspect. 

Regional Enforcement 
Efforts Do Not Set an 
Example for States 

In addition to not aggressively following up on state enforcement 
actions that are not timely and/or appropriate, the regions themselves 
are not meeting the timely and appropriate criteria contained in the 
Enforcement Response Policy for the enforcement actions they under- 
take. For example, our analysis of regional enforcement cases indicated 
untimely or inappropriate enforcement actions in 80 high-priority viola- 
tor cases and 37 class I violator cases. The large number of untimely 
and/or inappropriate regional enforcement actions against high-priority 
violators is mostly attributable to the different high-priority definition 
used in region V and the Texas authorization problem in region VI. 
These 2 regions account for 76 of the 80 high-priority enforcement 
actions. 

With regard to the 60 regional class I enforcement actions we reviewed, 
the regions did not meet the timeliness and appropriateness criteria in 
37, or about 62 percent, of the cases. According to regional enforcement 
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officials and the results of our analysis, the regions were unable to meet 
the enforcement criteria in these cases for a number of reasons, includ- 
ing a lack of resources and lengthy amounts of time required to negoti- 
ate compliance agreements with federal facilities. 

One of the more significant changes in the revised policy is the defini- 
tion of high-priority violators, which EPA headquarters officials believe 
will reduce the number of violators requiring the more time-consuming 
formal enforcement actions. Should this happen, it would seem that the 
number of class I violators would increase, and thus an increase in 
enforcement resources would be required to handle the additional work- 
load. It may be that resources that have previously been directed 
toward handling high-priority enforcement cases may become available 
to handle class I cases. Given that informal enforcement actions require 
less time to take, it may be possible to handle the increased class I work- 
load with these resources. On the other hand, the regions and the states 
may find that the high-priority workload is reduced to be more in line 
with enforcement resources that have been utilized for high-priority 
enforcement cases. In discussing these possibilities with EPA headquar- 
ters officials, we were told that more resources may be required to meet 
the enforcement criteria for class I violators under the new policy than 
under the current policy. Resource requirements to implement the new 
policy, however, were not assessed prior to its revision. 

Our review has shown that the regions’ and states’ record in taking 
enforcement actions against class I violators is already less than what 
will be acceptable under the new policy that 90 percent of the enforce- 
ment actions should meet the timely enforcement criteria. Increases in 
the number of class I enforcement cases may, however, require addi- 
tional resources if the 90 percent goal in the new policy is to be met. EPA 
headquarters and the regions should ensure that they are prepared to 
handle the shift in the workload, especially in view of their prior per- 
formance in addressing class I violators. 

Regions and States Not Through its Strategic Planning and Management System (SPMS), EPA 

Accountable for Meeting headquarters negotiates and establishes program implementation per- 

Timeliness and formance commitments with its regions for each year. The regions 

Appropriateness Criteria report quarterly to EP~Z headquarters on regional and state progress in 

Through Reporting System 
achieving these commitments. RCRA enforcement is included in the SPMS 
system; however. the enforcement ob.jectives that have been established 
with the regions, and the information that is to be reported, are not 
entirely consistent with the timeliness and appropriateness criteria in 
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the Enforcement Response Policy. For example, under SPMS the regions 
are to report only information concerning high-priority land disposal 
facilities that are in violation of groundwater, financial responsibility, or 
closure/postclosure requirements. The regions are not required to report 
on other high-priority violators or on class I violators. The reason given 
by EPA officials for obtaining information on only land disposal facilities 
is that EPA headquarters considers land disposal facilities to be the most 
environmentally significant hazardous waste handlers. However, EPA 
headquarters officials told us that they do plan to begin phasing in some 
of the other types of high-priority violators (i.e., treatment and/or stor- 
age facilities) into the reporting system in fiscal year 1989. 

In addition, under SPMS, the enforcement measures to be reported do not 
match the timeliness and appropriateness criteria contained in the 
Enforcement Response Policy. For example, SPMS does not hold regions 
and states accountable for reporting whether penalties are assessed 
against high-priority violators. Furthermore, the elapsed time between 
inspections and enforcement actions for high-priority violators in the 
system is not required to be reported. The regions are only required to 
report the elapsed time from inspections for handlers where enforce- 
ment actions have not been initiated. 

Another inconsistency between SPMS reporting requirements and the 
Enforcement Response Policy measures regards allowable time frames 
for taking enforcement action. As indicated above, regional commit- 
ments to EPA headquarters are established on a fiscal year basis. We 
reviewed the SPMS measures in RCRA program guidance documents for 
fiscal years 1986, 1987, and 1988 and found no time frame requirement 
or commitment for the regions to take enforcement action on high-prior- 
ity violators identified during the fiscal year. The fiscal year 1987 and 
1988 guidance documents did, however, establish maximum time frames 
for taking action against some high-priority violators identified in prior 
fiscal years where no enforcement action had been taken, or was pend- 
ing, at the beginning of the fiscal year. The instructions to the regions 
regarding these prior year violators was that they all must be addressed 
with a formal enforcement action and/or return to compliance by the 
end of the current fiscal year. Using this criterion, the regions would be 
allowed at least 365 days -rather than 135 days, as required under the 
Enforcement Response Policy-to take a formal enforcement action 
against a high-priority violator. In addition, under the Enforcement 
Response Policy criteria, all high-priority violators must receive a timely 
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and appropriate enforcement response regardless of whether the viola- 
tor has returned to compliance. SPMS does not monitor the extent to 
which enforcement actions are taken in such cases. 

These and the other inconsistencies discussed above are important dis- 
tinctions because, as regional and headquarters officials told us. the SPAS 
measures, ra.ther than the enforcement response objectives, are the 
measures that the regions are accountable for when headquarters evalu- 
ates regional performance. 

In discussing the difference in SPMS reporting measures and the timeli- 
ness and appropriateness measures in the Enforcement Response Policy 
with EPA headquarters officials, we were told that the measures in the 
policy represent idealistic objectives while the SPMS measures represent 
more realistic objectives, given the amount of resources the regions can 
dedicate to enforcement actions. However, we believe that reporting sys- 
tems should measure the policy objectives that EPA is trying t,o imple- 
ment. According to headquarters officials, the requirement to have the 
regions report on the elapsed time from inspections for handlers that 
have not yet received enforcement actions was added to the SPMS system 
beginning in fiscal year 1987. This new reporting requirement, along 
with the additions discussed above, will partially provide information to 
monitor adherence to the Enforcement Response Policy time frames for 
some high-priority violators. However, the SPMS system still will not be 
monitoring whether penalties are being assessed against high-priority 
violators, nor will it provide information on the timeliness and appropri- 
ateness of actions against all high-priority and class I violators. 

At a minimum, we believe EPA headquarters should monitor, and hold 
regions and states accountable to meeting, both timeliness and appropri- 
ateness criteria as specified in the Enforcement Response Policy for all 
high-priority violators and also monitor and hold regions accountable 
for taking such actions against class I violators. EPA should also consider 
monitoring class I actions taken by the states through SPMS, because 
implementation of EPA'S new enforcement policy in October 1988 could 
result in a much larger universe of class I violators. 
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RCRA Penalties May Our review showed that penalties assessed by EPA and the states against 

Not Equal the 
Economic Benefit of 
Noncompliance 

violators of RCRA requirements may not be large enough to offset the 
economic benefits of noncompliance. According to the Enforcement 
Response Policy, the EPA regions are required to follow guidelines con- 
tained in the RCRA Civil Penalty Policy (RCPP) when assessing penalties 
against violators of RCRA regulatory requirements. The RCPP was issued 
in May 1984 to ensure that RCRA penalties are equitably applied and pro- 
vide an adequate deterrent to noncompliance. The policy provides that. 
with four exceptions (discussed below), a penalty should be large 
enough to remove the economic benefits waste handlers might gain by 
not complying with RCRA requirements. The Enforcement Response Pol- 
icy, however, does not require the states to use the RCPP when calculat- 
ing penalties. We found that state penalty policies are not uniform in 
how they consider the economic benefit of noncompliance in penalty cal- 
culations and that existing EPA and state policies and procedures for cal- 
culating penalties are not being properly documented. Consequently, 
there is no assurance that EPA and state penalty policies are being prop- 
erly implemented and that the economic benefit of noncompliance is 
being adequately calculated and included in the final penalty assess- 
ment. As a result, final penalty assessments may not be large enough to 
offset the economic benefit of noncompliance and thus deter future non- 
compliance in the regulated community. 

Regions and States Are 
Kot Required to Use the 
Same Penalty Policy 

In assessing penalties for noncompliance, regions and states are not 
required to follow the same policies. The RCPP is to be used by the EPA 
regions to calculate RCRA penalties. The policy provides recommended 
ranges of penalties for particular violations and states that the total 
penalty calculation should be based on a number of factors, one of 
which is the economic benefit that may be derived by the violator from 
noncompliance. The penalty policy requires that, at a minimum, the eco- 
nomic benefit of noncompliance be included in any penalty calculation 
and a specific formula, based on the delayed and avoided costs derived 
from noncompliance, be used to calculate the economic benefit.’ The 
RCPP does provide, however, that a total penalty that is less than the 
economic benefit may be assessed under one of four conditions: (1) the 
economic benefit is less than $2,500, (2) compelling public concerns 
exist, (3) it is highly unlikely that EP.~ will recover the economic benefit 
through litigation, or (4) the violator is financially unable to pay the 
appropriate penalty. 

‘I’smg the RCPP formula. economic benefit = (avolded costs of comphance s margmal tas rate of 
handler J + (delayed costs of comphance x IRS delinquent tax rate I 
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However, authorized states are not required to follow the RCPP when 
assessing penalties and therefore are not required to apply economic 
benefit factors when determining appropriate penalty amounts. 

EPA Regions Are Not 
Documenting Economic 
Benefit Calculations 

In general, we could not determine whether the EPA regions issued penal- 
ties as prescribed by the RCPP because of the lack of documentation in 
the files. The regions we reviewed issued proposed penalties in 40 of the 
high-priority enforcement cases included in our review. As shown in 
table 3.3, we reviewed 31 of these penalties and found only 2 cases in 
which we could verify that the economic benefit was calculated in 
accordance with the RCPP. 

Table 3.3: EPA Regions’ Consideration of 
Economic Benefit of Noncompliance in Region II Region V Region VI Total 
Penalty Calculations Economic benefit calculated uslna RCPP 0 1 1 2 

Economic beneftt not considered 
necessary 
Economic benefit not shown In penalty 
calculations 

2 4 3 9 

0 9 6 15 

Documentation not avallable on penalty 
calculations 0 1 4 5 

Total 2 15 14 31 

In nine cases we found that conditions related to one of the four excep- 
tions noted above applied, and thus there was no need to include the 
economic benefit in the proposed penalty. However, we found no docu- 
mentation supporting these determinations. In 15 cases, we reviewed the 
penalty calculations, but we did not find sufficient evidence or documen- 
tation to show that the economic benefit of noncompliance had been 
considered in the penalty calculation. For the remaining five cases, we 
found no documentation on penalty calculations to review. Thus, in 
these 29 cases we were unable to determine whether the proposed pen- 
alties adequately considered the economic benefit of noncompliance. 

States Are Not Because the states are not required to follow any particular criteria in 
Documenting the Economic setting penalties, state policies differ in their treatment of the economic 

Benefit of Noncompliance benefit derived from RCR~ violations. For example, two of the four states 
we reviewed that have authorized their environmental regulatory agen- 
cies to issue administrative penalties’ -Louisiana and Kew York- 

‘Illinois and Ohlo state envlronmental agencies do not have admuustratlve penalty authonty and 
thus were excluded from this analysis 
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require calculation of the economic benefit using the RCR~ civil penalty 
policy formula when assessing penalties. Kew Jersey allows an adjust- 
ment for economic benefit! but does not provide specific guidelines for 
calculating the economic benefit of noncompliance. Texas requires “con- 
sideration” of the economic benefit of a violation as one of several possi- 
ble adjustments to a set range of penalties for specific violations, but 
places a limit on how much penalties may be increased. 

The 4 states issued proposed penalties in 40 of the high-priority enforce- 
ment cases included in our review, 35 of which we reviewed. We 
reviewed 21 proposed penalties in Louisiana, New Jersey, and Kew York 
and found no cases in which a formula had been used to calculate the 
economic benefit of noncompliance (see table 3.4). The 14 Texas cases 
are discussed separately later in this section. 

Table 3.4: New Jersey, New York, and 
Louisiana Calculation of Economic New 
Benefit of Noncompliance in Determining Jersey New York Louisiana Total 
Penalties Economic benefit calculated using RCPP 0 0 0 0 

Economtc benefit not considered necessary 0 2 4 6 

Economic benefit not shown In penalty 
calculations 9 0 0 9 

Documentation not available on penalty 
calculations 

Total 
0 0 6 6 
9 2 10 21 

In 6 of these 21 cases, the economic benefit calculation was not per- 
formed because it was considered unnecessary due to conditions related 
to one of the 4 exceptions cited previously. For example, in one Louisi- 
ana case, the case files indicated that the facility lost money the previ- 
ous year and, therefore, must not have realized any economic benefit 
from its noncompliance. However, we found no documentation or evi- 
dence in the 6 cases to support these assertions. 

In 9 of the 21 cases, we reviewed the penalty calculation records and 
found no adjustment for the economic benefit of noncompliance included 
in the proposed penalty and no evidence that it was considered in the 
total penalty calculation. In the remaining 6 of 21 cases, we found no 
evidence in the files of any penalty calculation records whatsoever. 
Thus, in these 21 cases we were unable to determine whether the pro- 
posed penalties adequately considered the economic benefit derived 
from noncompliance. 
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Texas was the only state with administrative penalty authority that 
consistently documented all penalty calculations. We reviewed 14 pro- 
posed penalties in Texas all of which were properly documented 
according to their state policy and included a consideration of economic 
benefit. However, because of limitations in the Texas penalty policy 
regarding the method used to calculate the economic benefit. the policy 
may not produce penalties large enough to offset the economic benefit of 
noncompliance. For example, any adjustment made in consideration of 
economic benefit may not increase the recommended base penalty by 
more than 20 percent of the difference between the high and low 
amounts in the recommended base penalty range, and the total penalty 
may not exceed $10,000 per day. The maximum recommended base pen- 
alty range in Texas for the most severe RCR~ violations is $8,000 to 
$10,000 per day. Thus, the total adjustment for the economic benefit of 
noncompliance in the most severe case cannot exceed $400 per day (20 
percent times $2,000-range difference equals $400). 

This limitation may adversely affect Texas’ ability to eliminate the eco- 
nomic benefit of noncompliance. For example, one enforcement action 
involved a Texas high-priority violator that was cited for sulfate and 
chromium groundwater contamination. The penalty computation sheet 
cites “substantial economic benefit results from not remediating the 
problem,” and it further notes that “it will cost approximately 
$500,000” for the violator to make the necessary corrections to the haz- 
ardous waste unit. The recommendation was a 15-percent increase in the 
base penalty for economic benefit. This resulted in adding $630 to the 
penalty. Using the RCPP formula, however, the calculation for the eco- 
nomic benefit associated with this $500.000 delayed cost should have 
been a minimum of about $31,000.:’ Thus, the minimum $31,000 savings 
in delayed costs that accrued to the violator only resulted in a $630 pen- 
alty adjustment for economic benefit. 

Time Frames for The December 1984 Enforcement Response Policy did not establish a 

Taking Action After 
timeline for EP,L\ to take enforcement action on cases referred from 
states. Neither did the policy include time frames for states to take 

State or EPA action on referrals from EP.~. Because the referral is only an interim step 

Enforcement Referrals in the process and not a final enforcement action, it is important. for 
example, to establish time frames to initiate enforcement actions after 

‘[‘smg th? RC’I’P formula. economy benefit = I avolded costs s marginal tax rate of handler 1 + 
(delayed wsts s IRS dehnquent tax rate) In this case avnlded costs are unknoan and thrreforc arc’ 
not mcluded. E(vnomlc benefit 1s <,alculated for 7 months I Octotwr 1985 through March 1981i I of 
noncompllancP Fxonomlc benefit = 1~ b.5~K).OOO z 10 6”tIi 121 z 7 = %30.917 
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receipt of the referral. In its revised Enforcement Response Policy, EPA 
headquarters has partially addressed this concern by establishing a 90- 
day criterion as a timely response after a state referral to EP-4. No simi- 
lar timeline, however, was established for states to take action on EPA4 
referrals. For purposes of our review, as noted in chapter 1, we asserted 
a go-day criterion for all types of referrals. 

State Actions on Referrals Two of the three regions that we reviewed referred five high-priority 

From EPA Regions violator cases to states for enforcement action during the period of our 
review. Of the five referrals, the states did not take enforcement action 
within 90 days in four cases. Of the four untimely state enforcement 
actions, two involved federal facilities in which the state disagreed with 
the violations discovered by EPA4 inspectors. One of the two was resolved 
in the state’s favor, and the other was still in dispute as of January 
1988. One of the remaining two cases involved groundwater monitoring 
violations noted by EPA in an April 1986 inspection. Enforcement action 
was delayed until May 1987 primarily because the state agency and EP.4 
region disagreed over the content of a proposed state order and penalty 
amount. The fourth case was delayed because of the time needed to pre- 
pare a comprehensive enforcement action. 

Fifteen class I referrals were made to the states from the EPA regions. 
The states did not take timely enforcement action within 90 days of the 
referral on 13 (87 percent) of these referrals. Of the 13 untimely state 
actions, 11 involved government-owned facilities-9 federal and 2 state. 
For 9 of these 11 cases, the states disagreed with the violations discov- 
ered by EPA inspectors, and thus negotiations between state and EPA 
enforcement personnel delayed enforcement action. As of January 1988, 
6 of the 9 violation disputes were still unresolved. 

We asked EPA headquarters officials why time frames for state action on 
EPA referred cases had not been included in the revised Enforcement 
Response Policy. We were told that it was probably an oversight that a 
similar time frame for EPA referrals to the states was not included in the 
revision. They said that the states should meet the same go-day criteria 
in taking enforcement actions on cases referred from the EP-4 regions; 
however. they have no plans to revise the policy. We agree that the cri- 
teria should be the same and that this should be clarified in EPA'S 
enforcement policy. 
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EPA Regional and Our review indicates that the regions and states are generally following 

State Follow-Up to 
up on compliance with enforcement directives for high-priority viola- 
tors, but class I follow-up needs improvement. However, the procedures 

Ensure Violations Are being followed to ensure compliance for all types of violators appear to 

Corrected be informal and inconsistent between the regions and states. Further- 
more, EPA'S criterion that compliance verifications be performed within 
30 days after a handler’s scheduled compliance date is not always 
achieved. 

Compliance Follow-Up 
Requirements 

The primary objectives of the Enforcement Response Policy are to 
ensure that violators comply with the RCRA regulations as expeditiously 
as possible and to deter them from violating regulations in the future. 
The Enforcement Response Policy timeliness criteria require that the 
regions and states escalate enforcement action when compliance with an 
administrative order or notice of violation is not achieved, but does not 
outline systematic procedures for the regions and states to follow to 
ensure that violations are corrected. However, the policy does reference 
a 1984 EPA RCRA policy directive entitled “Interim Kational Criteria for a 
Quality Hazardous Waste Management Program Under RCRA" whose 
October 1985 and June 1986 revisions state that verification of compli- 
ance actions be performed within 30 days after a handler’s scheduled 
compliance date. 

Regions/States Generally Of the 3 11 high-priority violator cases included in our review, 60 had 
Follow Up on Enforcement been issued final compliance orders. We reviewed these 60 compliance 

Actions Taken Against orders to determine if violators came into compliance as required and, if 

High-Priority Violators not, whether EPA or the state escalated its enforcement action or 
referred the case to a higher authority. Our review showed that in 25 of 
the 60 cases the handlers returned to compliance as scheduled. An addi- 
tional 25 cases were not scheduled to return to compliance until after 
June 30, 1987, or were under appeal by the violator and were yet to be 
resolved; however, EPA or the states were still monitoring these cases. In 
the remaining 10 cases, the violators had not returned to compliance as 
required. EPA or the states had escalated the enforcement action in seven 
of these. and ~p.4 has continued to follow up on the remaining three 
cases. 

The regions and states have not generally taken additional punitive 
enforcement action (e.g., additional penalty, revocation of interim sta- 
tus/permit. cease and desist order) in cases of noncompliance. However. 
as noted by a Louisiana official. such actions are sometimes used as a 
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bargaining tool in order to persuade recalcitrant violators to comply 
with their compliance requirements. 

It should be noted that only a small number of cases in our review have 
been issued final orders. Thus, the results of our review may not neces- 
sarily be indicative of nationwide regional practices. 

Regions/States Follow-Up In contrast to the regions’ and states’ performance in following up on 
Against Class I Violators high-priority violators, their performance for class I violators is not as 

Keeds Improvement strong. While they appear to be monitoring class I violators, we found 
that 79 such violator cases had not returned to compliance as scheduled. 
Enforcement action had been escalated in 51 of the cases! but in 28 cases 
enforcement action had not been escalated. As indicated in table 3.5. 24 
of the 28 cases involved state enforcement actions. Only Louisiana had 
escalated all class I violator enforcement cases that should have been 
escalated during the period of our review. 

Table 3.5: Analysis of Class I Violator 
Enforcement Actions That Should Have Should have Enforcement 
Been Escalated Regions/States been escalated not escalated 

Region V 6 4 

Lowslana 2 0 - 
Texas 8 4 

lllinols 5 3 

Ohlo 10 1 

New Jersey 46 14 

New York 2 2 

Total 79 28 

Our primary review emphasis was on high-priority violators; as a conse- 
quence, we did not determine case-specific reasons why the state agen- 
cies did not escalate enforcement actions against class I noncompliers, 
nor did we determine specific reasons why the ERA regions did not take 
direct enforcement actions in these cases. 

Improved Compliance 
Follow-Up Procedures 
Needed 

Although the regions and states appear to be monitoring handler compli- 
ante with enforcement actions. we found that the procedures used were 
generally informal and inconsistent. Furthermore. as indicated above. 
actual follow-up to verify compliance with enforcement directives is not 
always being performed within 30 days. as required in EPA’S June 1986 
policy directive noted above. 
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Generally, we found that EPA regions and most states rely on a combina- 
tion of correspondence, special follow-up inspections, or annual sched- 
uled facility inspections (not necessarily corresponding to compliance 
dates) to determine if a violator has returned to compliance. For exam- 
ple, Louisiana routinely scheduled follow-up inspections to correspond 
with compliance dates as a means of assuring compliance schedules 
were met. On the other hand, our review in regions II and VI indicated 
that these regions do not generally schedule follow-up inspections; 
instead, they wait for the next regularly scheduled annual inspection to 
verify compliance. We also found that Kew Jersey only requires formal 
follow-up on violations at commercial hazardous waste facilities. 

Furthermore, we found that incorporation of the 30-day criterion in the 
region/state enforcement agreements has been inconsistent. For exam- 
ple, the region V grant agreement with Illinois requires follow-up inspec- 
tions to verify compliance within 90 days of the scheduled compliance 
date. 

In this regard, we also found that EPA'S Inspector General had reviewed 
compliance follow-up procedures in region IX to determine if monitoring 
was adequate to ensure handler compliance with provisions contained in 
EPA enforcement orders. The review was limited to seven RCRA facilities 
that had been issued final orders in the region. The Inspector General’s 
report, issued on March 3 1, 1987, stated that regional tracking proce- 
dures did not assure timely correction of regulatory violations and that 
follow-up was left up to the discretion of enforcement personnel 
assigned to the case. 

In our opinion, EPA and the states need to give more attention to compli- 
ance follow-up actions. We believe that not escalating enforcement 
action for continued noncompliance not only runs counter to the 
Enforcement Response Policy, but also sanctions continued noncompli- 
ance that may have potential human health and environmental conse- 
quences, and could greatly limit deterrence of other violations. As 
indicated earlier. the class I violator universe will probably increase as a 
result of the revision in the enforcement policy. This means that follow- 
up actions for class I violators will require even more attention. Earlier 
in this chapter we indicated that the EPA regions needed to be more 
aggressive in pursuing enforcement action when the states fail to meet 
timeliness and appropriateness enforcement objectives. In our view this 
same aggressiveness needs to be extended to state enforcement compli- 
ance follow-up actions. Should the states not escalate enforcement 
actions when hazardous waste handlers fail to return to compliance, and 
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there are no compelling reasons for not doing so, the regions should 
escalate the enforcement action. 

Internal Controls Need As indicated in chapter 1, the EPA Administrator reported state imple- 

to Be Improved 
mentation of RCRA, including effective enforcement, as a material inter- 
nal control weakness in the RCRA enforcement program in 1983. Internal 
controls are integral to all agency operations, not just the financial or 
administrative areas, and weak or nonexistent internal controls are 
often the underlying causes of agency problems. The need for strength- 
ened internal controls, first required under the Accounting and Auditing 
Act of 1950, was emphasized by the Congress’ enactment of the Federal 
Managers’ Financial Integrity Act in September 1982, which directed 
executive federal agencies to ensure compliance with government wide 
standards prescribed by the Comptroller General.-’ 

In the fiscal year 1984 report, the Administrator listed the issuance of 
five guidance and policy documents as actions taken to correct the inter- 
nal control problems in the RCR.A enforcement program. These documents 
were the 

. RCRA Civil Penalty Policy, 

. a September 1984 memorandum on the issuance of administrative 
orders, 

l Technical Guidance for Enforcement of Closure, Postclosure and Finan- 
cial Responsibility Requirements, 

l Technical Guidance for Enforcement of Interim Status Ground Water 
Monitoring Requirements, and 

l Interim National Criteria for a Quality Hazardous Waste Management 
Program Under RCFU. 

In addition to these documents, EPA also issued its RCRA Enforcement 
Response Policy in 1984. The policy, however, was not listed as a correc- 
tive action taken in the RCRA enforcement program in the 1984 report. 

With the exception of the RCRA Civil Penalty Policy, which is discussed 
earlier in this chapter, we did not assess the impact of these documents 
in correcting internal control weaknesses in the enforcement program. 
Yet our findings with respect to the RCR~ Civil Penalty Policy indicate 

‘Standards for Internal Controls III the Federal Government. I.nlted States General Accounting Office. 
1983 

‘As prewously indlcared. this document was rewsed III October 19% and again UI June 1986 
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that internal control problems continue to exist in that states have not 
been required to follow the policy. Our review also indicates that other 
internal control weaknesses exist in the enforcement program. For 
example, we believe that weaknesses in EPA’S use of supervisory internal 
controls have adversely affected implementation of the RCRA Enforce- 
ment Response Policy. In addition, EPA needs to improve its internal con- 
trols in the RCFU enforcement program by institutionalizing minimum 
procedural requirements for follow-up enforcement compliance actions 
and also needs to require that increased attention be given to fully docu- 
menting enforcement actions. These internal control problems are dis- 
cussed below. 

Supervision Supervision is a key internal control standard for ensuring that agency 
program objectives are met. The supervision standard requires mana- 
gers to continuously review and approve the work of subordinates and 
to require that corrective action be taken when objectives are not met. 
Our review indicates that neither EPA headquarters nor the regions have 
aggressively supervised the implementation of EPA’S Enforcement 
Response Policy. For example, although the regions in our review were 
aware that the states were having problems in implementing the policy, 
they did not take sufficient action to improve states’ performance, nor 
did they take direct enforcement action against violators when the 
states failed to meet the enforcement policy timeliness and appropriate- 
ness criteria. Similarly, EPA headquarters has been aware that both the 
regions and states have experienced difficulties in implementing the pol- 
icy. Only recently has EPA headquarters taken action to address these 
problems. Headquarters has yet to change its SPMS reporting system to 
hold the regions accountable for meeting timeliness and appropriateness 
requirements contained in the Enforcement Response Policy. In our 
opinion, EPA needs to be more aggressive in its supervision of regional 
enforcement actions and also needs to ensure that the regions are 
aggressively pursuing full implementation of the enforcement policy 
with the states. 

In addition to ensuring that the regions and states take timely and 
appropriate enforcement actions, EPA headquarters needs to make cer- 
tain that follow-up actions ensure that compliance is completed as 
mandated. 

Although EPA has established time frames for compliance follow-up, 
increased supervision is needed to ensure that both the regions and 
states meet minimum enforcement follow-up standards. As previously 
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indicated, we found that although the regions and states appear to be 
monitoring hazardous wastes handler compliance actions, the proce- 
dures being followed are not always systematic and may not be ade- 
quate to ensure that handlers comply with enforcement directives. Our 
review indicated that the follow-up procedures used by the regions and 
states vary considerably. 

Although our review indicates that compliance has been a problem only 
with class I violators to dat.e, we believe that EPA'S current method of 
allowing the regions and states to use whatever means they choose to 
verify compliance does not provide for a minimum degree of assurance 
that enforcement directives will be complied with. 

Documentation of 
Enforcement Activities 

In our review we found that documentation included in enforcement 
files was often incomplete or not current. We were unable to determine 
the causes for untimely enforcement action in about 50 percent of the 
class I violator cases either from the enforcement files or from the 
enforcement officials with whom we spoke. Other examples include the 
lack of documentation for penalty calculations, which we discussed ear- 
lier in this chapter, and the absence of documentation regarding compli- 
ance follow-up actions. 

In the section above we commented on the absence of formal procedures 
for following up on enforcement actions. Our review also disclosed that 
compliance follow-up activities were not well documented. In numerous 
cases we were unable to determine the complete compliance status of a 
facility from the enforcement files. The Inspector General’s review of 
region IX compliance activities discussed above also commented on doc- 
umentation problems with respect to compliance follow-on actions. 
According to the Inspector General’s report, documentation in region IX 
files for the seven cases reviewed indicated that only about 18 percent 
of the enforcement requirements in the compliance orders had been met 
as specified by the orders. In particular, the report stated that ground- 
water monitoring requirements could not be verified as having been 
complied with for 37 of the 48 compliance items reviewed. The Inspector 
General concluded, on the basis of the documentation available in region 
IX files, that compliance could not be conclusively demonstrated for six 
of the seven violators. Region IX officials, in commenting on the report, 
asserted that compliance was better than was concluded in the Inspector 
General’s report, but that the compliance actions had not been fully doc- 
umented in region IX’s facility files. 
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Adequate internal controls are important to EPA'S successful implemen- 
tation of the Enforcement Response Policy criteria. Procedural require- 
ments and documentation are especially important because the majority 
of the enforcement responsibility rests with the states, and not EPA. 
Without minimal procedural requirements and full and accurate docu- 
mentation, it is difficult for EPA to assure that enforcement objectives 
are being met and for EPA to assess the impact of its policy in achieving 
greater compliance with regulatory requirements. 

Conclusions EPA has taken a number of actions to improve regional and state enforce- 
ment of RCRA regulatory requirements. However, in our view, EP.~ head- 
quarters should take additional actions to further improve enforcement 
efforts. Specifically, we believe EPA headquarters needs to improve its 
oversight of both regional and state enforcement performance. As a min- 
imum, EPA headquarters needs to monitor and hold regions accountable 
for meeting the enforcement measures prescribed in its Enforcement 
Response Policy in its SPMS reporting system and, where enforcement 
actions fall short of enforcement objectives. aggressively follow up with 
regions and states that have problems to ensure that enforcement 
actions are vigorously pursued. Headquarters also needs to emphasize to 
its regions that they should be more aggressive in overseeing state 
enforcement activities and, where state enforcement actions fall short, 
step in with their own enforcement efforts. Headquarters also needs to 
emphasize to the regions that they are to set an example for the states to 
follow in fulfilling their enforcement responsibilities. Furthermore, EP.~ 
headquarters also needs to clarify its enforcement policy to ensure that 
states understand that they are to take enforcement action on cases 
referred from the regions within 90 days, the same time frame that 
regions are given to take enforcement action on state referrals. 

In order to ensure that penalties represent a deterrent to noncompliance 
with regulatory requirements, and to establish a minimum level of pen- 
alty consistency between EPA and the states, EP.4 should require that 
authorized states adopt its penalty policy for determining any economic 
benefits that handlers may realize when they are not in compliance with 
regulatory requirements and including these amounts in assessed 
penalties. 

In addition to improving supervisory internal controls over enforcement 
activities. EPA also needs to improve internal controls in its enforcement 
program in two other areas: minimum compliance follow-up procedures 
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need to be articulated, and enforcement documentation requirements 
need to be reemphasized. 

A lack of resources was often cited as a reason or contributing factor for 
why the regions did not take enforcement action when states failed to 
meet the timeliness and appropriateness criteria or when the regions did 
not meet the criteria themselves. With the current emphasis on reducing 
government spending, we recognize that it may be difficult to obtain 
additional funds for enforcement activities. However, we believe these 
activities are important if the Enforcement Response Policy objectives 
of a sufficient and uniform response, and compliance and deterrence to 
future violations is to be achieved. In our view EP*~ is in the best position 
to determine if additional resources are needed for the program and, if 
there are shortages, provide such information to the appropriate con- 
gressional committees for their consideration. 

Recommendations To improve EPA and state performance in implementing EPA'S Enforce- 
ment Response Policy, and also to ensure an equitable and consistent 
application of RCRZ enforcement actions nationwide, we recommend that 
the EPA Administrator reinforce to the regions their responsibility to 
monitor state enforcement actions and to take direct enforcement action 
against hazardous waste handlers when states fail to do so in a timely 
and appropriate manner. Reinforcement of this requirement should, as a 
minimum, be reflected in annual headquarters RCRA program implemen- 
tation guidance to the regions. Periodic headquarters directives to the 
regions regarding RCRA implementation and performance issues could 
also be used to communicate this message. We also recommend that the 
Administrator direct the regions to take steps to ensure that they them- 
selves meet the timeliness and appropriateness criteria for enforcement 
actions that they take in order to set an example for the states to follow 
in implementing the Enforcement Response Policy and hold the regions 
accountable for meeting these criteria. 

In order for EPA4 headquarters to closely monitor regional and state per- 
formance in meeting the timely and appropriate criteria. we also recom- 
mend that the Administrator direct that ~~~4's Strategic Planning and 
Management System be revised to incorporate enforcement performance 
reporting requirements that are consistent with the timeliness and 
appropriateness criteria in the Enforcement Response Policy and hold 
regions accountable for meeting these criteria. 
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In addition to these recommendations, we also recommend that the 
Administrator take action to 

. require authorized states to adopt penalty policies that take into consid- 
eration the full economic benefit of noncompliance consistent with the 
RCR4 Civil Penalty Policy; 

. clarify the Enforcement Response Policy to include time frames for 
states to take enforcement action on cases referred to them from EPA 
regions; 

l require that the regions and states fully and clearly document their 
enforcement activities with specific emphasis on penalty calculations 
and compliance follow-up activities; and 

l determine the resource needs of the enforcement program, and, if 
resources are insufficient, provide such information to the appropriate 
congressional committees for their consideration. 
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